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Range o\ the Isocnmdae is extended down lo the Artmskian. based on Archaeoisocrinus

occiduaustralis gen. el sp. nov. The new Order Ampelocrinida which is recognised b\

syzygial brachial pairs in which muscular articulation alternates with eryptosyzygial articu-

lation is assigned to the Arliculata and includes the Ampelocrnndae. Corythocrinidae,

Calceolispongiidaeand 1 ribrachyocrinidae

Euspirocrinidsare recognised mthe Arlinskianand possibly Roadian of eastern Australia.

extending their range from the Visean 1 hree flexible crinoids are recognised in the

Artmskian of WA.
( \mbiocrinus cherrabunensis is designated the t\ pe species oi' the Metacaleeolispongia
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Penman crinoids of Western Australia were
re\iewedb\ WT

ebstcr( 1987) and Webster <t Jell

(1992). Permian crinoids of eastern Australia

were review cd in Webster ( 1990) Those reviews

may be summarised here by noting that the

earliest descriptions of Australian ennoids were
in 1847. most species have been described since

1949. and that crinoids are widespread in the

marginal Permian basins of both eastern and
Western Australia.

Paleohiogcograpln of Australian Permian
echinodenns (Webster el aL in press) ma> be

summarised by noting that: 1. Permian echino-

denns arc common elements in deposits of

eastern Australia from Sakmanan into Wordian
time and in WAfrom Sakmanan into Wuchiaping-

ian time: 2. Australian cchinodcrm faunas are

dominated by taxa endemic to Australia and the

Tethys, bul contain a feu taxa found throughout

the equatorial belt: 3. Australian faunas show
greatest affinity to the faunas of Timor, but con-

lain some North American Carboniferous taxa

(hat are holdovers in Australia or the Tethys: and

4. Australian echinodenns lived in a cooler water.

ciastic-richcn\iroinncntofdcpositionSof35 S

The purpose of this paper is to: 1 . describe new

Penman ennoids from Australia: -. provide new

information on some previously described taxa;

3. relate the new material lo previoush described

faunas: and 4. denote the significance of an Earh
Pennian articulate ennoid in WA.

FAUNAEANALYSIS

Western Australian crinoids are reported from

5 horizons. This includes previously unreported

taxa in 3 horizons, and new information on taxa

from the other 2 horizons (Table 2

)

The Permian crinoid fauna of the Calhiharra

Formation is the most diverse in Australia and

second largest in the u orld Webstcr& Jell ( 1 992)

reported 16 camcratcs. 37 inadunatcs. and 1

flexible, increased here to 42 inadunatcs (6

dispands. 3 c\athocrinids. and 33 poleriocrin-

rnids) and 7 flcxibles. Most of the new material

consists of disarticulated radial plates and frag-

mentary sets of anus The 3 species each of

Pmphyllocrinus and Loxocr'mus. and the arms of

a timorcchinid show increased affinit) of C;j1-

lytharra and Timor (especial!) Basleo) faunas,

this supports proposed correlation of the Cal-

lytharra fauna w uli pan q[ the Basleo fauna and

an Artinskian age lor thai part of the Basleo

faunas (Webster 1987 Webster & Jell. 1992).
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Glaukosocrinus in the Callytharra fauna is its

first report outside North America, extending the

range from the Late Carboniferous into the Permian,

A crown of Archaeoisocrinus oeciduaustralis

gen. et sp. now, found in the arms of a crown of

Jimbacrinus bostocki, from the Cundlego Form-
ation on Jimba Jimba Station is the earliest known
articulate crinoid. The articulate crinoids were
previously known from the Early Triassic to the

Recent, thus their range is extended into the

Palaeozoic approximately 28 m.y.

The Wandagee Sandstone yielded an abund-

ance of loose eolumnals of several species of

Calceolispongia, whereas articulated cups and
crowns arc rare. No new taxa are described from
the Wandagee, but details of C. abundans and C.

rubra suggest that all calceolispongiids: 1, lived

either resting on or partly buried within the

substrate, with the stem serving as a runner or

vestigial tether in the adult stages; 2, had syzygial

articulation facilitating differential movement
between laterally adjacent 1st and 2nd brachials

of each ray; and 3, that together, the 1st and 2nd
brachials of all rays formed a facultative tegmen
capable of gentle expansion and contraction, as

needed for capacity adjustment of the gut tract.

Discovery of an in situ nest and its partly

weathered components consisting of several

crowns, partial crowns, and fragments of
Neocamptocrinus ntillyitensis in the Cherrabun
Member of the Hardman Formation provides

new information on the arms, and proximal and
medial stem of this Wuchiapingian camerate.

Crinoids of eastern Australia are described

from 7 slratigraphic units from early Artinskian

to Wordian. This includes new taxa from 5 of the

units and new information on taxa from 2.

A reconstructed cup and proximal brachials of
Calceolispongia gerthi from the Sakmarian
Berridale Limestone of SE Tasmania has a

cylindrical shape that rested on the substrate

probably attached by a runner type stem. This

supports the interpretation as discussed for C.

abundans and C. rubra.

Pentastellate eolumnals and disarticulated cup
plates of Nowracrinus ornatus from the early

Artinskian Kansas Beds of NWTasmania are

recognised in the lineage of the early articulate

crinoids. Columnals have a crenularium that

parallels the stellate outline and nodals have 5

elliptical cirral facets.

Neocamptocrinus catherinensis sp. nov. is the

first report of the genus from the late Artinskian

Catherine Sandstone. Gissoc rin us ? sp.

{=Anaglyptocrinus sp. herein) was the only

crinoid previously reported from the Catherine

Sandstone (Willink, 1979b). These two genera

are Tethyan and Australian endemics,
respectively.

The discovery of Anagtyptocrinus willinki in

the Wandrawandian Siltstone enlarges that fauna

to 12 species in 7 genera. The Wandrawandian
Siltstone, with the second largest Permian crinoid

fauna in E Australia, contains Calceolispongia (3

spp). Neocamptocrinus (2 spp), Notio-
catillocrinus (2 spp) and Trihrachyocrinus (2

spp). The Wandrawandian fauna could be

referred to as an Australian fauna with Australian

endemics Notiocatillocrinus, Nowracrinus,
Trihrachyocrinus and Anaglyptocrinus and
Tethyan endemics Neocamptocrinus and
Calceolispongia: only Dichocrinus is found
throughout the equatorial belt in the Carbon-
iferous and appears to be a Permian holdover in

Australia. Notiocatilloerinus, Neocamptocrinus
and Calceolispongia show affinity with the

Callytharra Formation and suggest an Artinskian

age. The Wandrawandian fauna is in situ, as

many specimens retain stem and arms attached

and associated brachiopods and corals are in

living positions suggesting they lived below storm
wave base. Shi & McLoughlin ( 1 997) considered

the Wandrawandian Siltstone to represent an off-

shore environment on an unstable palaeoslope.

For the first time crinoids are reported from the

latest Artinskian Condamine Beds of SE Queens-
land. The Condamine fauna is the most diverse

known from E Australia, contains several very

large specimens, and is not typical of other

Permian faunas of E Australia. It shows affinity

with the Basleo faunas of Timor containing Neo-
camptocrinus, Platycrinites, Spaniocrinus, and
Sundacrinus in common. It also shows affinity

with the Wandagee Sandstone, with Eoindo-
crinus praeconiignatus in common, which
supports a late Artinskian age for the Condamine
Beds. Occurrence of Calceolispongia sp. shows
affinity with E and WAustralian faunas. Other

identified elements in the fauna are Necopino-
crinus tycherus gen. et sp. nov., the youngest
known euspirocrinid, and Moapacrinus cuneatus
sp. nov.. perhaps the youngest known cromyo-
crinid and showing affinity with Artinskian faunas

of North America.

Two interesting elements of the Condamine
fauna are sets of anns questionably assigned to a

stellarocrinid and an indeterminate poteriocrinid.

Both have brachials considerably larger than in
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most Palaeozoic crinoids. TIk- stcllarocnnid<?>

arms are nnusoal with ihc pinnules alb cl :

(lie shorlercndanda iatgc protruded node on lie

longer end of each brachial Large modes on Ihc

inner side ol die brachial ate unknown in ihc

crinoids and lite pinnules arc normall\ attached

to the longer end of lite brachial. Tlie nodes

would have served as prelection for food pan-
icles moving along the antbulacral tracks a\ in

the n idC aiiihuhu lal grooVC iii the open feeding

posture. Development tri die pinnule on the shorler

endof the brachial ma\ be a result of enlargement

o( Ihc lougei end to accomodate the prominent

node Brachials of Poteriocrinid indef. armirau-

incut I. an. ihc lust psciidobiscnal rcporlcd 1 1ve\

arc also bipinnuJaie and apparently represent a Lcr-

inniiil laic Palaeozoic *e\ ohilionan dcVCJopmefll

Hie C'ondauuiic fauna is judged to be near in

Situ, with several specimens retaining anus and
proximal stent. Specimens probnbb represent

Storm kills transported a short distance and

buried in a silts mud.

, \ti(iska< rinusft banewnwuste and a tribrachyo-

LnniclrM arm fragment from ihe VVordian Flat

Top I oiiuatioii of central i Queensland are

associated with starfish and plant fragments.

I Iu'slmu- |hc fiiM crinoids tcputted from the Flat

Top Formation, mereasc ihc number of crinoids

Pound in a sandstone n iain\ and act: interpreted i

living in h clastic environment

The. 1

- - : to - 1
1 of Permian • rino d

recognised in WA(Teichcrt. 1949. 11954: Wcb-
sui |987 19% Websier «V Jell 1992, herein).

HOTever, onh 55 (45.8%) are identified species.

or referred (cl » to a named species. All others arc

referred to generic or higher laxononnc
categories and ate represented b\ partial cups or

Ctowns. sets oi' arms, arm fragments loose

radiate, and rarch columnals. In E Australia 60

species of Permian crinotds are recognised

(Willink. 197$ |979a lv"«.'b 1980a, 1980b;

Websier. 1990; herein). Of these. 49(81/7%) ate

identified lo. or referred (cf ) to species \c\ el All

others are identified like the YYA lava and
represented in similar types of incomplete

SpC€iW6fl& Among the E and \V Aiistmlian la\a

there are several thai merit special comment

liie Dichocrinidac were commonm the Eafh
Carboniferous and rare in Late Carboniferous of

North America and Europe (Broadlicad 1981
1 ster unpublished compilation). In the

Permian (hc\ are unknown outside the Icthvs

Where "ic\ an moderately common especial!}

in Australia VeveampiocrlM&lB-Qi'si&i

Utility m bolli E and WAustralia atthoi) ii after

oiltoduction 10 Ausltaha lineages nta\ have

evolved independent!} in the two regions

KeoepMptocrlitm cotberiR&vtto sp iio> in

Catherine Sandstone and \ sp niiiieCondamme
Beds increase ihc straiigraplnc uiilitj ol the

genus. Reports of [he stems of Camptacrlnus

|

- >>cwitpt(H-ui(ii.\)\\i Russia i VakoN lev, 195(0
and Timor (Wanner. 1924} show the v\ Edesprcad

distribution o\' the gcniu in th( t fid

suggest its ulilih lor correlation llierem.

( 'atceatispatiftia and Jmihacnnus are wtde-

spuad in ttie Pcrmianof \usti liaaudthe formcj

is know n ( as / YmotOi rinus) from Timor < Wanner
.' |fi \WA [937>and tndia(JRccd i*-2s 1933)

llieti siraltgrapluc ulilih in Australia lias been
re ported In Teichcri ( 1949) WilliuM P>7''h).and

\ I ' & Jell ( 1992), ( Wcevlispotti \

considered to ha\ e evolved as 2 separale line

in E and vv Australia in the Earh Pen
(Witlink t979b;Wchs<cr&JcU 1992)

\t'<H •itmptm runts commonly OCCtirs vNilh

Vatceolispmgic fhese 2 genera had similar.

widch tolerant, ecological requirements as

reflected in Iheirabiirij toliveineitherclastkor

carbonate deposiiional environments. Both Uixa

low ei level feeders. living attached in

ttiunei stents or in sonic species of Cult

::-,/ tetluaed b\ a dysfunctional stem in the

adult stages. When in association. Calcpoit-

tpongitl is ivpieallv more abundant V<?0

CQMptocfinut has a greater sirattgrapluc range.

extending into die Wnchlapingl

/Vc//\v77/y///.s(I..alcl)e\oniauiniol.ale tVinuaio

is one o\' (he few long ranging cnuoid genera of

tJbe Paleozoic II also bad widelj lolcrant ecologi-

cal reqiincmciits as it is found m the claysti

mails, and arenaceous limestones of (he Oil-

Mharra Formation and the mndstones of the

Coiidamine Formation Ii is one ol the few

equatorial genera in the Permian and a lughci

lpvel trophic feeder

Euspirocnnidsw ere reported to hu\ca ran-

Middle Ordoxician. Vlohawkian. lo E^

CarbomfcTous lounuusiau. b\ Lane A Moorc
(in Moorc & Teichert. 1978), Tlic discoven of

\n<)ghprocmus wititnh gen, ei sp. no\, in the

Wandiawandian Sdtsfoue at WaRtcii Head_ :

and SccopttuKi inus tyeherus-gfln si sp. no\. in

the C oudaiiiine Reds extends Uie range of the

tamib into the late Ariinskianand possibly e^iij

HAiadian.

Webslerei al. impress) recognised "*7
l

3 enmati

CfiDOkl jenera in Ausitalia Of these:
n
>4 uere
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based on cups and crowns and identified to

genus; 2 genera were based on stems; and 1 was
referred to as Rhenocrinidae n. gen. In this study,

1 1 genera arc reported for the first time from

Australia. These arc: Auliskocrinusl, Ana-
glyptocrinus, Necopinocrinus, Eidosocrinus,

Archaeoisocrinus, Spaniocrinus, Glaukosocrmus<

Pedinocrinusl \ Sundacrinus l
Moapacrinus*

Loxocrinus and Prophyllocrinus. In addition. 9

indeterminate genera, that are probably new for

Australia, are based on poorly preserved crowns,

cups, sets of arms, ami fragments and loose cup

ossicles. Together these bring the total number of
Permian crinoid genera for Australia to 56. with

Anaglyptocrinus replacing Gissocrinusl of
Willink (1979a). Of the 46 named genera 14

( 30.4%)are endemic to Australia. 13 (28.3%)are
endemic to the Tethys, 7 (15.2%) arc found

throughout the equatorial belt, and the other 12

(26.1%) are Permian holdovers in Australia or

known from Australia and one other locality

outside the Tethys, but at this time, not

considered to be cosmopolitan. Bambach (1990)

pointed out that there are no true cosmopolitan

crinoid taxa in the Permian, since no taxon is

found in all four of the biogeographical regions

he recognised. Genera referred to as cosmopolitan

by Webster et al. (in press) are found throughout

the equatorial latitudes and the cooler water higher

latitude Australian localities.

Eastern Australian crinoid faunas contain 8

endemic genera whereas WAfaunas contain 3. In

addition there are 3 Australian endemics
common to both. Undoubtedly, there will be ad-

ditional endemics recognised as more complete
specimens of indeterminate taxa arc found. These
taxa represent evolution in cooler water, clastic-

rich environments, not the equatorial belt

carbonate rich enviroments typical of most Pal-

aeozoic crinoid faunas. We suggest that the E
Australian endemic genera will continue to be a

greater number than those of WA. Western Aust-

ralian taxa currently identified as genus, family,

and order indeterminate will probably contain a

good percentage of taxa described from Timor.

Eastern Australian faunas have less affinity with

Timor and evolved in latitudes farther S than

those of WA(Webster et al., in press).

AGESANDCORRELATION

The Permian stratigraphy of Western Australia

was correlated internationally on moderately

frequent occurrences of ammonoids (Glenister et

al., 1993). Few Permian ammonoids have been

reported from E Australia so there the regional

biostratigraphy is based on brachiopods ( Dickins

et al., 1964, among others). International cor-

relations of some Permian units of E Australia arc

not clear (Day et al., 1975).

Eastern and Western Australian crinoid faunas

have in common Dichocrinus, Neocamptocrinus-,

Platycrinites, Notiocatillocrinus, Eoindocrinus,

C alceolispongia, and possibly Jimbacrinus, Only
E. praecontignatiis is common at species level.

The Wandagee Sandstone of WAis late Artin-

skian (Glenister et al.. 1993) and is correlated

using E. praecontignatus with the Condamine
Beds of SE Queensland. An Artinskian age for

the Condamine Beds is supported b\

Moapacrinus which is Artinskian in North

America (Webster & Lane, 1967).

Occurrence of crinoid genera and species in E
and WAustralia implies that both regions were
connected by seaways in the late Sakmanan to

allow the incursion of Calceolispongia, In the

latest Sakmarian or early Artinskian Neocampto-
cruuts and Notiocatillocrinus invaded both areas.

In the middle Artinskian Jimbacrinus and Dicho-
crinus are common to both regions. Platycrinites

and Eoindocrinus praecontignatus are found in

both areas in the late Artinskian. This implies that

E and WAustralia were interconnected repeated-

ly in the Early Permian. Because the lineages of

Calceolispongia and Neocamptocrinus are

apparently separate in E and WAustralia, it would
appear that there was a common source for both

areas, but not an interconnection for two-way
exchange between them.

At the generic and specific level WA faunas

correlate most closely with the Basleo faunas of
Timor. Loxocrinus booni, 2 other species of

Loxocrinus, and 3 species of Prophyllocrinus in

the Callytharra Formation support the suggestion

(Webster & Jell, 1992) that part of the farinas of

the Basleo Beds are of Artinskian age. Spanio-

crinus and Sundacrinus in the Condamine Beds

show affmity with the Basleo Beds and support

an Artinskian age. All other faunas of E Australia

show little affinity with the Basleo Beds, except

for the longer ranging. Tethyan endemics
Calceolispongia and Neocamptocrinus.

STEMART1CULATA

Discovery of Archaeoisocrinus gen.nov, in the

Artinskian of Western Australia requires a

review of characteristics defining the subclass

Articulata. Simms ( 1988) defined the Articulata

on a combination of morphological characters,

but most significantly on the absence of the anal
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plate in the cup. He pointed out that all of the

morphological characters recognised in the

Artie u lata were individually or in various in-

complete combinations known in various

Palaeozoic taxa, but not in the total combination

as found in the post-Palaeozoic articulates.

Simms & Sevastopulo (1993) reviewed the

origin of the articulate crinoids, noting that, as

defined by Miller (1821), a number of late

Palaeozoic crinoids could be included in the

Articulata. Furthermore, applying a cladistic

study of 9 primitive and derived morphologic
characters (Simms & Sevastopulo. 1993. text-fig

2), they compared 3 Middle Triassic articulate

genera to 1 1 Palaeozoic taxa which have been
proposed as ancestral, or have close morpho-
logical affinities, to the articulates. They also

suggested a revised classification of the Palaeo-

zoic crinoids that included major revisions of, as

well as supression o( the term, Inadunata. We
agree with most of the proposed clades of Simms
& Sevastopulo (1993), but do not agree, with

excluding their middle to late Palaeozoic

'stem-group articulatesTrom the Articulata.

They referred to the post-Palaeozoic Articulata

as the 'crown-group articulates'. This makes the

Articulata a horizontally defined (Simpson,

1961) taxon. Simms & Sevastopulo (1943)

justified the new definition of the Articulata by

adding the recognition of the entoneural system

enclosed within the thecal plates.

Simms & Sevastopulo (1993) noted several

late Palaeozoic crinoids with the entoneural

system enclosed within thecal plates. However,
all of the Palaeozoic taxa that they discussed had

one or more anal plates within the cup, and thus

could be excluded from the crown-group
articulates or Articulata, following the definition

of Simms (1988) in combination with the

entoneural system enclosed within thecal plates.

Weassert that the synapomorphic feature that

defines the Articulata is the development in the

amis of syzygial brachial pairs in which muscular

articulation alternates with cryplosyzygial

ligamentary articulation as illustrated by Willink

(1979b, text-fig. 16) for Meganotocrinus. We
also conclude that brachial morphology described

as rectilinear, weakly cuneate, moderately

cuneate, strongly cuneate, cuneate biserial and

rectilinear biserial may be considered an evo-

lutionary lineage. However, such evolution could

and did stop anywhere along tins sequence within

different crinoid lineages. Thus the 2 states of

tiniserial (= primitive) and biserial (= derived)

amis, as given by Simms lSc Sevastopulo ( 1993.

text-fig. 2), are insufficient for defining the

complex brachial morphology. We agree that

biserial arms evolved more than once m the

Palaeozoic, once in the Meso/oie. and that they

provided greater flexibility of the feeding arm.

Wealso assume that biseriality became a dead-

end. Wesuggest that the reason biserialih was a

deadend may be that the interior axial canals

could not function efficiently in the short zigzag

relationship between adjacent brachials in the

cuneate and rectilinear biserial conditions, if it

ever developed in those forms. Development of

the interior axial canals in the cuneate brachials

provided greater protection from injury to the

canals in the development of muscles at articular

facets, at points of arm branching and on the

facets of syzygial paired brachials. They were not

restricted by short spaces between zigzag facets.

Removal of the anal from the cup was an

evolutionary trend that was repeated many times

throughout the Palaeozoic. The loss of the anals

from the cup in the stem-group articulates is

considered unrelated to the development of the

entoneural system being enclosed in thecal plates,

as some genera {Calceolispongia, among others)

developed an entoneural system enclosed in thecal

plates while retaining an anal within the cup.

We agree with Simms & Sevastopulo (1993)

that: 1 ) the Ampelocrinidae and Cymbiocrinidae

should be combined and revised; 2) they contain

genera that arc not stem-group articulates and
should not be included within the family; 3)

several taxa of stem-group articulates are

insufficiently defined to fully evaluate their

position in the lineage; 4) Articulata, as here

defined, is a monophyletic clade.

We propose that the primitive Articulata

possessed the following morphologic features: I

.

dicyclic or cryptodicyclic cup; 2, cirri with multi-

radiate anicula distally and transverse ridge

articula proximally or cirri with transverse ridge

articula throughout; 3. pinnulate amis. 4, brachial

articula with ligamentary and clearly defined

muscular fossae: 5. first ami division on primi-

brachs 2-4; 6, entoneural system enclosed in

paired canal; 7. syzygial brachial pairs in aims: X.

anals in cup, 1 to 3; and 9, uniserial anns. with

cuneate brachials. These morphologic features

are found in Chlidonocrinus, Ampelocrinus, and

Nowracrinus as shown by Simms & Sevastopulo

(1993. text-fig 2). but they included these taxa in

their stem-group articulates. It should also be

noted that each has a pentagonal stem proximally.
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TABLE I . Comparison of major morphologic characters of genera assigned to the Order Ampelocrinida and
isocrimd Archaeoisocrinus.

Family and Genus Cup Shape No, Ana Is No. IBr No. Arms
Pinnules/

Ramules
Stem X-sect

at cup
Cirrate at

cup
Anal Sac Facet Type

Corythocnnidae

Corythocrirms conical 1 3 20-30 pinnulate round no ? plenary

Araeocrirms conical 3 4-5 20+ pinnulate round •} long plenan.'

Campbellicrinus conical 1 3 12 pinnulate round ? short plenary

Ampelocnnklac

Ampeloctinus medbovvl 3 2 10 pinnulate pentag yes recurved plenary

Chhchnocnnus med bowl 1 2 20min pinnulate pentag yes ? plenary

Cvmhiocrinus low bowl 1
5 10 pinnulate pentag or rd yes ? plenary

Hahgetocrinas low bowl 1 3-4 10+ pinnulate round yes "
plenary

Moundochnus med bowl t 2 10 pinnulate sub pentag 7 short plenary

Oklahomacrinus discoid 1 2 10 pinnulate subpentag ?
•j plenary

Calceolispongndae

Allosocrinus med hm 1 1
- 5 pinnulate subpen to rd

' >
plenary

Calceolispongia high bowl 1 - 5 pinnulate subpen to rd yes ? plenary

Jimbacrinus high bowl 1
- 5 pinnulate subpen to rd no ? plenary

Afetacalceo! i.->p( ingia medbcw 1 1 2 11+? pinnulate pentag <> T
plenary

Tribrachyocrinidae

Tribraclwocrimis globe 3-4 i
1 2 min ramules round no short plenary

A leganotocri mis globe 1 2 20 ramules round no short plenary

Nowracrinus globe 1 2 20 ramules round yes short plenary

Insertae sedis

Tasniimocnnus conical or 1 ?
•y 6 mm pinnulate pentag yes short peneplenary

Isocnnidae

Archaeoisocnnus discoid 1 10 pinnulate pentag 9 •7 plenary

We consider Corythocrinus, from the late

Tournaisian of Indiana (Tables K 2), the oldest

Articulate. This is followed, in order of earliest

occurrence, by Ch/idonocrinus\ Cymbiocrimis and
Ampelocrinus, from the Visean of North America.

Weconsider the report of. tmpelocrinus from the

Visean of England (Wright. 1 95 1 ) a questionable

identification. Offshoots of the Ampclocrinidae
include the Calceolispongiidae. a Late Carboniferous-

Permian lineage, and Tribrachyocrinidae. a Permian

lineage. Thus, our liigher level classification is:

Subclass Articulata

Order Ampelocrinida ord. now
Order Millericrinida

Order Cyrtocrinida

Order Boumueticrinida
Orderlsocrinida- wftiArchaeoisocrinus £en.nov.

Order Coniatulida

Order Uirttacrinida

Order Roveacrinida

Origin of the Ampelocrinida is uncertain. Strimple

& Watkins (1969) suggested that Corythocrirms

was derived from a rhenocrinid because the

plicate plates of the anal tube indicated affinities

between these two forms: however, plicate tube

plates are also known in poteriocrinitids and arc

common among dendrocrinids. Moore &
Teichcrt (1978) considered the Ampelocrinidae
derived from the Dccadocrinidae. but gave no
explicit reasons for supporting this relationship.

Because so many stem articulates have 1 anal, we
suggest that the Ampelocrinida might be derived

from a cyathocrininid. such as Lecythocrinus,

where the radianal had already been eliminated

from the cup. or Corynecrinus, where the

radianal and anal X arc above the posterobasal.
However, the 3 anals in Ampelocrinus and

. iraeocrinus suggest that the presence of a single

anal may not be a primitive character of the

group. Carboniferous evolution of the
Ampelocrinida occurred in North America and
Europe, whereas the Permian record is within the

Tethys. especially E Australia, except for North

American species of Halogetocrinus BudAlloso-
crinus (Table 2).

Moore & Jeffords (1968) described several

taxa with pentagonal and pcntastellate columnals
from Devonian and Carboniferous strata of the

United States. The cups arc either unknown or

not recognised in association with the column-
als. The geographic distribution of such
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TABLE2. Range chart of genera assigned to the Ampelocrinida. (x) indicates age of type species. ( —) indicates

age of species assigned to the genus. I inited States series names used for Carboniferous because known record
is restricted to North America.

Family & Genus
Wuch.

Corythocrinidae

Corythocrinus

Araeocrinus

Campbellicrinus

Ampelocrinidae

Ampelocrinus
Chlidonocrinus

Cymbiocrinus

Halogetocrinus
Moundocrinus
Oklahomacrinus

Calceolispongiidae

Allosocrinus

Calceolispongia

Jimbacrinus

Metacalceolispongia

Tribrachyocrinidae

Tribrachyocrin us

Meganotocrinus
Nowracrinus

Incertae sedis

Tasmanocrinus

Carboniferous (part) I Permian (part)

Osag. Mrmc. Chst. Morw. Atok. Dsmn. Mssr. Vrgl. Assl. Skmr. Artk. Road. Word. Capt.

columnals is unknown. We suggest that such

forms should be investigated as possible stem
articulates.

SYSTEMATICPALAEONTOLOGY

Crinoid teminology follows Ubaghs et al. (in

Moore & Teichert. 1 978). with columnal patterns

after Webster (1974). Measurements are given

as: length, parallel to the central axis; width,

transverse to. but never cutting or joining the

central axis; and depth, normal lo. and may join

the central axis. Curvature of the cup walls, plate

circlets within the cup and fixed brachials are

referred as: incurved if distally bending toward,

vertical if parallel to. weakly to strongly flaring if

bending away from and horizontal if perpen-

dicular to the central axis.

Material collected by us came from localities

entered in the Queenland Museum Locality

Register (QML). and is curated in the Queens-

land Museum Palacontological Collection

(QMF). Other palaeontological collections

referred to are indicated by the following

prefixes: Geological Survey of Queensland.

Brisbane (GSQ); Geological Survey of Western

Australia. Perth (GSWA); Geological Survey of

New South Wales. Lidcombe (MM); Department
of Geology. University of Queensland. (UQ);
The Natural History Museum London (BME);
and Tasmanian Museum(TM).

Subclass CAMERATAWachsmuth & Springer.

1885

Order MONOBATHRIDA
Moore & Laudon. 1943

Superfamilv HEXACR1NIT01DEAWachsmuth
& Springer, 1885

Family D1CHOCRINIDAEMiller. 1889

Subfamily DICHOCR1NINAEMiller. 1889

Dichocrinus Minister. 1839

TYPE SPECIES. Dichocrinus radiants Monster, 1839

from the Eady Carboniferous of Belgium; by monotypy.

Dichocrinus? sp.

(Fig. IB)

MATERIAL. GSWAF50172
;

Billidee Formation. Artinskian.

from (fSWAL 119377.

DESCRIPTION. Crown small 29.4mm long

(incomplete). 25.8mm wide (anus flared). Cup
elongate, cylindrical, unornamented. Basal

circlet unknown. D radial 7.7mm long. 3.5mm
wide (incomplete), gently convex longitudinally

and transversely, with narrow 7 shoulders sloping

abmedial. Radial facet angustary. rounded
aborally. Anal large. 7.4mm long. 4.6mm wide,

widest at base, tapering distally. in line with

radials. Anus 2 per ray. isotomous branching on
2nd primibrach. biserial above secundibrach4-7.

Brachials cuneate. moderately convex
longitudinally, strongly convex transversely. One
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slender pinnule per brachial on long side. Stern

and legmen unknown.

REMARKS. This is the first unornamentcd
Dichocrinus reported from the Permian of
Australia. Several species of Dichocrinus from

the Early Carboniferous of the United States have

a distally tapering anal plate and most have 10

amis ( Broadhead, 1981). The 1 arms are a prim-

itive condition in the genus. Lacking the tegmen,
the generic assignment is questioned. The Billi-

dee Formation specimen probably represents a

new species, but lacking the basal circlet and

legmen, it is left in open nomenclature.

Auliskocrinus Broadhead, 1981

TYPE SPECIES. Dichocrinus crassitestus White. 1862

from the late Tournaisian upper part of the Burlington

Limestone, Iowa; by original designation.

Auliskocrinus? bananaensis sp. nov.

(Fig.lA)

ETYMOLOGY,From Banana in central Queensland.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:QMF38897 from QML806.

DIAGNOSIS. Anal tube large, conical, distally

tapering above the posterior interradius; cup
truncated cone-shaped; basal circlet very short;

brachials rectilinear.

DESCRIPTION. Specimen small, 26.2mm long.

Crown small, cylindrical, 16.1mm long. 8.2mm
wide at tip of anal tube. Calyx robust, 1 2mmlong

to tip of anal tube. Cup truncated conical, 7.4mm
long. 6.9mm wide at radial summit; plates

smooth; sutures flush. Basal circlet shallow
distally flared bowl, 2mm long, 4.8mm wide.

Radials large, 5.9mm long, 5mmwide at base of

radial notch, longitudinally moderately convex
proximally becoming gently convex distally.

moderately convex transversely, forming most of

cup wall, subvertical distally. Radial facet

angustary, 3mmwide, moderately convex pro-

jecting from radial aborally. Single ana! large,

6mmlong, in radial circlet. Tegmen formed of

numerous small plates. Anal tube conical, formed
of small irregular polygonal plates, tapering

distally, distal opening above posterior inter-

radius Arms relatively short. 11mm long,

slender, 4 per ray, isotomously branching on
axillary 2nd primibrach. Brachials rectilinear.

wider than long, slightly convex longitudinally,

strongly convex transversely, with single pinnule

on opposite sides of arm. Primibrach 1 much
wider (2.6mm) than long (0.7mm). Axillary

primibrach 2 3mmwide, 0.8mm long. Stem
round, 1.2mm diameter at cup. 10. lmm preserv-

ed, hcteromorphic. Nodi tax is Nl; nodals longer

and wider than internodals; latus strongly

rounded.

REMARKS. Auliskocrinus? bananaensis is

preserved as an external mould with the C ray

centred.

Arguments could be made for erecting a new
genus for A.? bananaensis or assigning it to

Dichocrinus. The cup shape, position and plate

structure of the anal tube, and rectilinear

brachials of A ? bananaensis are atypical of the

closely related Auliskocrinus and Dichocrinus.

Cup shape of Auliskocrinus is relatively high,

subcorneal or slightly globose whereas Dicho-
crinus is relatively high conical. In both genera

the basal circlet forms a significant part of the cup

wall. Only D. dichotomus, an early Visean species

with bisenal arms, has a bowl-shaped cup with a

low upflaring basal circlet, similar to A.?
bananaensis. No member of the Dichocrininae

(Broadhead,! 9X1, fig. 2) has a conical, distally

tapering anal tube projecting above the tegmen
o\ er the posterior interradius as in A.? banana
ensis. The small more centrally located vertical

anal tube of Auliskocrinus is formed of laterally

interlocking columns of hexagonal rather than

irregular plates, and the genus has slightly

euneate brachials. The tegmen of Dichocrinus is

typically low, but may be moderately elevated

with the anal opening flush or only slight!)

projected above the tegmen (Broadhead. 1981).

Brachials of Dichocrinus are cither euneate or

biscrial, most commonly rectilinear proximally

becoming moderately to strongly euneate
distally. Most advanced species have biserial

brachials with 20 arms (Broadhead. 1981). With
the exception of the truncated conical cup, 20
arms, and projected anal tube, A.? bananaensis

retains primitive features of Dichocrinus.

Variation in cup shape and tegmen structure of
monotypic Auliskocrinus is unknown
(Broadhead, 1981). Weassign this specimen to

Auliskocrinus because the tegmen forms a high

cone with a terminal anal opening and the

FIG. 1. A, Auliskocrinus? bananaensis sp. nov., Cray view of crown with legmen, ho!otypeQMF38897, *4.3. B.

Dichocrinus! sp., lateral view of partial crown GSWAF50172, *2.5. C,D, Neocamptocrinus catherinensis sp.

nov. C, D-E interray view of partial crown, paratype GSQF134X7, 2.5. D, C ray view of crown, holotype
GSQF13486, *2.5,
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rectilinear brachials are more similar to the

slightly cuneate brachials of Auliskocrinus.

Subfamily CAMPTOCR1NINAE
Broadhead, 1981

Neocamptocrinus Willink, 1980

TYPE SPECIES. Neocamptocrinus bundanoonensis
Willink, 1980a from the Wordian Berry Formation, NSW;
by original designation.

REMARKS. Willink (1980a) defined Neo-
camptocrinus primarily on the distinctive

inflated tegmen formed of 5 large orals, and

numerous small interambulacral and anal plates.

He noted Neocamptocrinus as a commonelement

in E Australia, recognised 3 species on the basis

of cups, another 7 species on columnals, and
considered the genus of potential stratigraphic

value. In WAthere are 3 species (Webster, 1990;

Webster & Jell, 1992), a pluricolumnal from the

Callytharra Fomiation (Webster, 1987) and very

large pluricolumnals in the Wandagee Sandstone

(Webster & Jell, 1992). Willink (1980a)
considered the coiled elliptical stem typical of
Neocamptocrinus. Broadhead ( 1 98

1
) noted that

the elliptical stem distinguishes the Campto-
crininae, whereas Dichocrininac have a round
stem. Webster ( 1 987) reported stems of Campto-
crinus cf. C. indoaustralicus (considered
Neocamptocrinus by Webster & Jell, 1992) to

vary from slightly elliptical proximally to

elliptical to subrectangular distally. Webster &
Jell (1992) noted that the proximal stem of N.

millyitensis is nearly circular in section,

becoming elliptical distally. New material of N.

millyitensis shows the curvature of the enrolled

proximal nearly circular part and the transition

from that into the strongly elliptical part (Figs

2A-C; 3A.B; 4C,D).

The range of Neocamptocrinus in E Australia is

from the Sakmarian, Billop Formation of
Tasmania, into the Wordian, Condamine Beds of
Queensland. In stratigraphic sequence, species

recognised are:

N. sp. nov., Condamine Beds

N. bundanooensis Willink, 1 980a, Berry
Formation

N. catherinensis sp. nov. Catherine Sandstone

N. wardenensis Willink, 1980a. Wandrawandian
Siltstone

0N. tasmaniensis (Sicverts-Doreck, 1942), Crin-

oidal Zone

N. milierensis Willink, 1980a, Billop Formation

The following columnal (0) species are con-

sidered junior synonyns of 0N. tasmaniensis:

0N.I sievertsae Willink, 1980a, 0N.I doreckae

Willink. 1980a, &N. bernacchiensis Willink.

1980a, 0iV.? banksi Willink, 1980a, and o/V.? sp.

cf. ,V.? tasmaniensis. These are all from the

Crinoidal Zone on Maria Island and represent

different pails of the stem of one species.

In general, species of Neocamptocrinus are

distinguished on cup plate ornamentation, cup
plate shape, ornament of tegmen plates, and
number of arms. The oldest form known, N.

milierensis, has a slender high cup with a

vermiform ornament, whereas N. wardenensis

has a lower, more bulbous cup and coarse node
and irregular ridge ornament. The plates of N.

catherinensis sp. nov. are smooth, but the tegmen
is a prominent conical projection above the

posterior inter ray. Ornament on N.

bundanoonensis consists of pits on the cup plates.

Cup plates of M?sp. indet. (Willink, 1 980a, pi. 4,

figs 17-26) probably belong with 0/V. tas-

maniensis from the same stratigraphic unit

(Crinoidal Zone). This form would have had a

lower cup with a longitudinal trending vermi-

form ornament.

In WANeocamptocrinus ranges from the late

Sakmarian, basal Callytharra Formation, into the

Wuchiapingian, Cherrabun Member of the

Hardman Formation:

N. millyitensis Webster & Jell, 1992, Cherrabun
Member

0N. sp. Webster & Jell, 1992, Wandagee
Sandstone

N. occidentalis Webster, 1990, Cundlego
Sandstone

N. barrabiddyensis Webster & Jell, 1992, Bul-

gadoo Shale

0vV. sp. Webster, 1987 (as Camptocrinus cf. C.

indoaustralicus), Callytharra Formation

N. barrabiddyensis lacks ornamentation, N.

occidentalis has fine granular ornament on cup
plates, and TV. millyitensis is smooth but has nodes
on some oral plates. All have more globose cup
shapes than E Australian species. With 8 arms per

ray N. millyitensis has the greatest number known
for the genus. Most species have 4-7 anus per ray,

but some rays of N. milierensis may have 2. The
general trends in evolution of Neocamptocrinus
in Australia were to: 1, lower the cup by flat-

tening the basal circlet and shortening the length

of the radials and primanal; 2, increase the

number of amis per ray; and 3, increase in size.

Cup and tegmen are smooth or have ornament of
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variable type. Neocamptocrinus has the longest

straligraphic range of any Australian Permian
crinoid and may have the greatest geographic

distribution (columnals referred to as Campto-
crinus in Timor and Russia are herein considered

Neocamptocrinus). Only Calceolispongia has

comparable stratigraphic and palaeogcograpluc

ranges among Australian Permian crinoids.

Neocamptocrinus catherinensis sp. nov.

(Fig. 1C.D; Table 3)

ETYMOLOGYFrom the Catherine Sandstone.

MATERIAL. J IOLOTYPE: GSQF13486 from the Guad-

alupian, Catherine Sandstone, in the upper part of Sandy

Creek. Sprmgwood Homestead. Queensland. PARATV 1 E;

G5QF13487,same.

DIAGNOSIS. Cup small to medium sized, high

bowl-shaped; tegmen conical projected toward
posterior interray; 4 arms per ray.

DESCRIPTION. Crown small to medium sized,

cylindrical. Cup high bowl-shaped, plates un-

ornamented. Basal circlet upflared. 2 equal
plates, suture in A-CD plane of symmetry,
forming basal one third of cup. Radiais 5. hept-

agonal. gently convex longitudinally and
transversely, gently flaring proximally. sub-
vertical distally'. distal facets with tegmen plates

sloping downward gently. Radial facet angustary.

nearly 1/2 radial width, gently rounded below
distal tips of radial. Anal plate in radial circlet,

gently convex longitudinally and transversely.

Anns slender, elongate. 4 per ray. branching
isotomously on axillary 1st primibrnch and 2nd
secundibrach. Brachials rectilinear, uniserial

proximally. cuneate. becoming biserial distally.

Tegmen with rounded conical projection on
posterior. Stem nearly circular proximally
becoming strongly elliptical distally, hctcro-

morphic in strongly elliptical part; noditaxis Nu .

Nodals formed by fused columnals. with
incipient cirral scars on outer side.

REMARKS.The holotype is preserved in the

enrolled position as original calcitc embedded in

fine grained sandstone. The cup is crushed with 2

rays and the anal or edge of a 3rd radial exposed.
Proximal parts of the anus show the branching
pattern and the distal part of the stem is cirratc.

Iron oxide replacement of the plates of the

paratype is very soft and partly lost on the

enrolled proximal part of the stem and partial

1'ABLK 3. Neocamptocrinus catherinensis sp. nov
measurements (mm), •'crushed, -t-estimated.

holotype
i L3486

paratype

GSQF13487

length, ncomplete 26.5

Calyx length 8.5

1 'up Length
''

Cup width 10.1* 5.9

Basa] circlet diameter 4S i !

Basal circlel length 3.2 1.2

Radial length 5.4+ 42

Radial width 1 1 24

First pnmibmchial length 1

First pnmibrachial width 2.1

lima! columnal diameter 2.1* 1.1

1

Stem length 65 63.7

crown. The uncrushed cup is smaller than the

holotype. the D and E rays are centred, the short

anal tube projects on the right and the distal part

of the preserved stem is cirrate.

The tegmen of other species of Neocampto-
crinus is inflated and may be slightly elevated

towards the posterior side, but is not elevated into

a corneal projection as sharp or prominent as that

of .V. catherinensis. Only A', wan/enensis wiih i\

rounded posteriorly elevated tegmen is compar-
able. Also the cup of K wardenensis is a lower
bowl shape and the basal circlet is shorter and
more outflared. The cup of N. catherinensis is

most similar to that of N, mi/ierensis. which lias a

very low tegmen and relatively longer radiais.

Neocamptocrinus millvitensis

Webster & Jell. 19*92

(Figs 2-4)

Neocamptocrinus sp. nov. Webster. 1990: 57. pi. 1. figs 7-11.

Neocamptocrinus milfyitensis Webster & Jell. 1992: 320. figs

3A-L.

MATERIAL. Crowns QMF37980-F37985, partial calyces

(QMF37920, F38986-F38024), partial sets of arms
(QMF38025. F38026). radiais (QMF37921-F37928),
columnals and pluricoluinnals (QMF37929-F37971,
F38027-F38864), and cirri (QMF37972-F37979.
F38865-F38873) from QML772and 1 146).

DESCRIPTION. This description only adds to

that of Webster & Jell (1992). Radial facet an-

gustary. approximately half maximum width of

radial, sloping outward gently. Brachials
cuneate. strongly convex transversely, straight to

FIG. 3. Neocamptocrinus milfyitensis Webster & Jell 1992. A,B, lateral and proximal facet views of proximal
pluricolumnal and part of basal circlet. QMF38027, - 3.K. C, lateral view of distal end of radial and proximal
brachials showing branching pattern. QMF38029. x4. D-F„ A rav. posterior and basal views of theca

QMF37980. x2.6
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slightly convex longitudinally, deep, uniserial

proximally, biserial distally. Arms slender,

delicate; endotomous branching heterotomous

on single primibrach and secundibrach and

isotomous on single tertibrach; arms 40, 8 per

ray. Brachials with single slender pinnule (up to

9mmlong) on long side. Anal series 3-2, with the

2 plates to the left of the anal opening.

Stem elliptical in transverse section; short,

more equidimensional (4.6 x 2.4mm) adjacent to

cup; becoming longer, flattened and extended

elliptical (10.1 x 3.4mm) within 7-8mm, 2-3cm
from the cup; becoming less extended elliptical

(9.4 x 6.8mm) an unknown distance distally.

Noditaxis pattern heteromorphic, with nodals

separated by 2 internodals normally, but varying

from 1-3. Cirri attach at ends of ellipse, 2 per

nodal; cirral facet extending laterally onto 2

adjacent columnals with growth. Cirri not

developed in proximal more equidimensional part

of stem.

REMARKS. The revised description is based

upon new material listed above. Five of the

calyces were in situ in a nest with the broken stem

segments in the surrounding matrix. Many of the

pluricolumnals are coiled, indicating specimens

were enrolled prior to fracturing and disag-

gregation from compaction and weathering. The
calyces and pluricolumnals were encased in a

clay to silt and fine sand matrix, rather than the

typical fine to medium sand of the Cherrabun

Member. This suggests that when enrolled, the

cirri formed a protective screen around the crown
shielding it from the coarser grained sediments.

As burial proceeded, finer grained sediments

infiltrated the cirri entombing the crowns.

Compaction after burial distorted and fractured

some of the calyces and broke the stem into

pluricolumnals. Modern weathering left a lag

gravel of columnals, pluricolumnals, partial and

complete calyces, and arm fragments over 3 nr
on a very gently sloping surface. Five complete

and 7 partial calyces and numerous stem segments

were recovered in situ by excavation to 20cm
beneath the lag gravel in the weathered zone.

The arms are delicate, quite slender and. based
on a partial set of amis lacking all parts of the

calyx, extended a minimum of 25cm above the

tegmen. Although uniserial proximally, they

become biserial in the middle and distal parts of
the arm.

Neocamptocrinus sp. nov.

(Fig. 5A-C)

MATERIAL. QMF38900, part of exterior side of 2 rays o\~

partial set of arms, QMF39006. part of interior side of 3

cays of partial set of amis, and QMF39007, pluricolumnal.

fromQML518,

DESCRIPTION. Axillary primibrach triangular,

lateral ends nearly overlap 1st primibrach.

Second secundibrach axillary. Brachials strongly

convex transversely, straight longitudinally, very

deep, cuneate, becoming biserial on the 8th

tertibrach, rectilinear biserial on 1 1th tertibrach.

Fine granular ornament on primibrachs and
secundibrachs, smooth thereafter. Ambulacral

groove narrow, deep V-shaped. Arms 20, 4 per

ray, slender, very elongate, 65.8mm (incomplete).

Pinnules slender, narrow, one per brachial.

REMARKS.Preservation of both specimens is

moderately good, with some parts poorly
preserved through oxidation by weathering. The
arm branching is typical oiDichocrinus or Neo-
camptocrinus with 4 arms per ray. Arms are very

delicate and larger than most dichocrinids. They
are assigned to Neocamptocrinus based on the

shape of the brachials, uniserial to biserial arm
development, arm branching pattern, and pluri-

columnals and columnals of Neocamptocrinus in

the same interval of the Condamine Beds.

Neocamptocrinus? sp.

(Fig. 5D)

MATERIAL. QMF38880 from QML1237.

REMARKS.The partial set of arms is 20.1mm
long, 9.4mm wide, and consists of parts of 14

arms. They are assigned to Neocamptocrinus
because they closely resemble the arms of N
millyitensis, as the cuneate brachials are small,

biserial, strongly rounded transversely, and bear

small delicate pinnules. Webster (1987) reported

pluricolumnals of Camptocrinus cf.

indoaustralicus from the type section of the

Callythara Formation. Although no cup or calyx

has been recovered from the Callytharra Form-
ation, these columnals are now considered to

belong to Neocamptocrinus, because they are

similar to those reported from several strati-

graphic units in WA.
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d')stev&. Jell, 1 992. A.R lateral and innerviewsofcoiledphuicolumria]
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FIG. 5. A-C\ Neocamptocrinus sp. nov. A, view ot

interior side o\ 3 raws of partial set of arms
QMF39006\ 1,6 I J. lateral view ore\teriorsidcof2
raj s of partial set ofannsQMF38900 s

1 .6. Ca lateral

view of pluricoluimuil QMF39007, -2, D,
Veoccimptocrtnu& sp.. lateral view ot' partial set of

armsQMF38880>x5.!.
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Superfamily PLATYCRINJTOIDEA
Austin & Austin, 1842

Family PLATYCRINITIDAE
Austin & Austin, 1842

Platycrinites Miller, 1821

TYPE SPECIES. Platycrinites laevis Miller, 1821 from
the early Carboniferous of England, by subsequent desig-

nation of Meek & Worthen, 1865.

Platycrinites halos sp. nov.

(Fig. 6C,D)

ETYMOLOGY.Greek halos, a circle around the sun:

refers to the elevated platform around the radial facet.

MATERIAL. Holotype, internal mould with part of
proximal tegmen and external mould of basal circlet, 2

radials,and 1 interambulacral,QMF39008fromOML518.

DIAGNOSIS. Cup very large, bowl-shaped; radial

facets concave, elliptical, subvertical; arms pro-

jecting horizontally away from cup; radial facets

large, elliptical, on slightly projecting platforms.

DESCRIPTION. Cup large bowl-shaped, c. 25mm
long, estimated 5 1 mmwide, granular texture.

Basal circlet large, 14.5mm long, 25mmwide.

Basals 3, azygous half size 2 zygous, down
widely flaring proximally beneath stem facet,

upward widely flaring distally, forming proximal

part of cup wall. Radials 5, large, 27mm long,

estimated 27mmwide, moderately convex longi-

tudinally, strongly convex transversely, distally

shoulders incurved partly around angustary

radial facet. Radial facet large, estimated 12.5mm
long and wide, concave, elliptical outline,

surrounded by narrow platform with sloping rim.

Tegmen arched, unknown length. First

interambulacral plates very large, estimated

12mm long, 15.7mm wide, laterally flanked by
series of small plates covering ambulacra!
trackways. Stem facet large, estimated 14 xlOmm,
separated from cup wall by narrow groove.

REMARKS.This is one of the very large calyx

type Platycrinites. The arms proximally project

horizontally away from the cup. The basal circlet

forms a small part of the cup walls as it flares

outward much more than upward. The radials are

the main part of the cup wall, subvertical

proximally and incurved distally. A disarticulated

associated columnal beside the base of the cup is

3.2mm long and 1 8.6mm by an estimated 8mmin

transverse section; latus moderately concave;

fulcral ridge elevated well above adjacent pits. It is

one of the straight columnals of the segmented

twist type of Webster (1997) and probably from

the same specimen as the cup. The size of the

radials is close to that of Platycrinites sp. of

Webster & Lane ( 1 967) from the Artinskian part

of the Bird Spring Formation of southern

Nevada. However, no other species of Platy-

crinites has the elevated or rimmed radial facets

like P. halos.

Platycrinitid indet. (columnals)

(Fig. 6A,B)

MATERIAL, QMF3S899, 39009, 39010 from QML518.

REMARKS.Elliptical columnals belonging to a

platycrinitid, such as Platycrinites, Neoplaty-

erinus, or Stomiocrinus are of the segmented
twist type (Webster. 1 997). The facets bear a dual

transverse ridge divided by a shallow groove
along the long axis. They have an axial canal and
2 or 3 coarse crenulae and culmina on the distal

ends of the long axis. Straight and twist

columnals are present. They are mentioned to

show crinoid diversity in the Condamine Beds.

Subclass CLADIDAMoore & Laudon, 1943

Superfamily CYATHOCRINITOIDEA
Bassler, 1938

Family EUSPIROCRTNTDAEBather, 1 890

Anaglyptocrinus gen. nov.

TYPESPECIES. Anaglyptocrimts willinki, late Artinskian

Wandrawandian Siltstone at Warden Head, NSW.

ETYMOLOGYGreek anaglyptos. wrought in relief, and

krinon, lily: refers to the low relief, weathered out condition

of the holotype.

DIAGNOSIS. Cup medium bowl, with nodose

ornament, with shallow apical impressions;

infrabasal circlet flat to gently upflared; radial

facet angustary, wide radial notches; single large

anal above posterior basal; brachials rectilinear,

strongly convex transversely, with 4 rows of

cover plates above V-shaped ambulacral groove;

arms branching isotomously on 4th primibrach

and once or twice more; brachials with very small

internal axial canal, brachial facets trifacial; anal

tube narrow, elongate; stem round, with round

lumen.

REMARKS.Anaglyptocrinus is distinguished

from all other euspirocrinids by the flat to very

low basal circlet, medium bowl-shaped cup, and

the single anal plate. Cup shape is most similar to

but shorter than Euspirocrinus. Other taxa

assigned to Anaglyptocrinus are Gissocrinus!

voisevi Willink, 1979 and Gissocrinus'? sp.

Willink. 1979.
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FIG. 6. A,B, Platycrinitidindet. columnals. A, facetal view of twist columnal QMF38899. ><3.6. B, facetal view
of weathered straight columnalQMF39009,>< 3. S, QD.Platycriniles halos sp.nov.. external (xl.5)and internal

(
-

1 ,3) views of slightly disarticulated and distorted partial theca, holotype QMF39008.

Anaglvptocrinus willinki sp. now
(Fig.7)

ETYMOLOGY.For R. Willink in recognition of

studies of the Pennian crinoids of eastern Australia.

his

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:QMF38913 from QML859.

DIAGNOSIS. As for genus, cup ornament nodose.

DESCRIPTION. Crown slender, elongate. 20.8mm
preserved. Cup medium bowl-shaped, nodose
ornament on all cup plates, double row of nodes
on proximal edge of radial parallel to basal-radial

sutures, shallow impressions at junction of basals

and radials. Infrabasal circlet flat to widely
flaring, barely visible in lateral view. Basals 5.

large. 4mm long (incomplete). 5.6mm wide,

moderately convex longitudinally and trans-

versely, inclined proximally. subverticaldistally.

forming lower half of cup wall. Radials 5. 4.4mm

long. 5.7mm wide, straight longitudinally below
facet, convex longitudinally adjacent to facet,

moderately convex transversely. Radial facet

narrow, strongly convex outer edge, flaring in-

wardly to merge with radial shoulders, inneredgc

smooth with wide concave ambulacral notch,

declivate; transverse ridge prominent, divided by

gap in middle, dividing facet into inner and outer

halves: outer half with small 4-lobed elevation

off centre, slightly aboral to gap in transverse

ridge: outer fossa divided by low rise from
4-lobed elevation into 2 shallow transversely

elongate parts, deepest central aboral: inner fossa

transversely elongate, shallow. Radial notches

wide. Single anal large, pentagonal, projecting

slightly above radial summit, proximally abut-

ting terminated end of CD basal, distally

adjoining 2 proximal tube plates. Arms slender,

brandling isotomously on 4lh primibrach and 4th

or 5th secundibrach: more distal branching
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PIG 7. hiaglyptocrinus witlinki gen. el sp. no> ft

camera lucidy sketch of posterior t 6 ) B:
A rav i

• 2.S i

\icw omi 389L3 i legmen plates, a analXi e

ru\ radial and b = CD(left) ana BC(right) basals.

unknown Brachials straight longitudinally,

strongly convex transversely, deep, with wide
V-shapcd ambulacra] groove. Brachial facets

trifacial; ttansvetse ridge wide V apex pointed

adoral. Willi small single axial canal in slightly

elevated centre Ambulacra! cove* plates small,

().05nini long and wide, polygonal, interlocking

w illi adjacent plates longitudinally and lateralK

4 across ambulacra! groove, merging with small

polygonal plates of legmen proximalh. Anal

tube slender, elongate, of 10-1 1 vertical rows o\"

smooth. lateralK interlocking hexagonal plates

2mmw idc. I 8mmlong Column hcleromorphic;

noditaxis pattern N3231323. Columnals. round

transversely; lalus moderately to slrongly convex
on nodals and inlernodals; nodals citrate

throughout 2lmm of preserved column. Axial

canal round.

REMARKSThe crown is crushed with distal

parts of the arms and legmen lost, to weathering

and the infrabasals and anals arc not exposed.

Excavation of the under side exposed the (

radial. BCand CDbasals. parts of the infrabasal

circlet, piimanal and proximal pans of 2 tube

plates (Fig.7A). Ornamentation of the cup was
losl or ven faintlj preserved on pans o\^ the

exposed cup. but well-developed on the ex-

cavated cup plates.

Willink( I

l >7Va) described.!, ro/sa/and/l, sp.

from the Cataract Ri\ cr Formation and Catherine

Sandstone, respectively. These forms show
similarity of the cup shape and arm branching

pattern to the Wandrawandian specimen. The\

differ from the nodose ornamented cup of J*.

uilimki b\ I vtiiseyi being ornamented with

nodes and sharp ridges on all cup plates as well as

the brachials and . 1 sp beanng prominent inter-

connected plate ridges on the cup and proximal

and distal expanded rims on the brachials giving

them an hourglass shape Tims the 3 forms make
a scries from simple nodose ornament to highly

ornate, with the simple nodose form the oldest

(late Artinskian) and the 2 younger more orna-

mented forms of approximately the same age

(Roadian). Ra> ridge and interconnected ras

ornament in the crinoidsis commonin the actino-

crinhids. primitive potenocrmitoids. and a few

flcxiblcs It is not as common in the late Palaeo-

zoic as in the early and middle Palaeozoic. Thus.

the ra\ ridge ornament of the younger forms is

considered heterochronous homeomorphy

Will ink (l ( .*79a) considered (riwocrmus in

need of revision, noting thai the diagnosis

provided b\ Moore & Tcichert (1978) was
narrower than that of Angeliu (1878) or Bather

(L893). Furthermore be suggested thai the

Australian forms probabh represented the end

members of a conservative stock of the
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cyathocrinitids that was most closely allied to the

Silurian Gissocrinus. However, he also suggest-

ed the possibility, that the Australian specimens
represented heterochronous homeomorphy. The
first branching of the arms of Gissocrinus is on
the single primibrach and the cup is a low bowl,

both advanced evolutionary features for this

Silurian taxon. By comparison, the type species of

Cyathocrinites, an Early Carboniferous taxon,

has a medium bowl cup and the first branching of

the arms is on the 3rd primibrach, both more
primitive features. A. wiliinki has even more prim-

itive arm branching than Cyathocrirtites, but a

slightly more advanced cup form. The primitive

arm branching with ambulacral cover plates sug-

gests evolution from an unknown conservative

stock of the cyathocrininids. The trifacial artic-

ulation facets of the brachials and internal dual

axial canals are advanced features found in some
of the stem articulate crinoids (Simms & Sev-

astopulo, 1993).

Necopinocrinus gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES. Nccopinocrimts tycherus sp. nov. from

the Condamine Beds, Elbow Valley area, near Warwick,

SE Queensland.

ETYMOLOGY.Latin necopinus, unexpected, and crinon,

lily; refers to a euspirocrinid not being expected to occur in

the Permian.

DIAGNOSIS. Cup expanded low bowl, with con-

stricted base, with incurved radial, with coarse

nodose ornament on all cup plates; 3 infrabasals,

small intranasal in C ray; radial facets angustary,

1/3 radial width, horseshoe-shaped; 3 small anals

above posterior basal; single primibrach axillary.

Arms widely spread, branching isotomously.

Brachials cuneate; stem round transversely.

REMARKS.The expanded low bowl-shaped cup
and axillary 1st primibrach arc the 2 most dis-

tinctive charaters of Necopinocrinus. The cup is

most similar to, but more bowl-shaped, than the

low cone-shaped cup of Vasocrinus.

Necopinocrinus tycherus sp. nov,

(Fig. 8)

ETYMOLOGY.Greek tyche, luck or chance, and refers to

the Lucky Valley Creek wherein the specimen was found.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:QMF38901 , from QML51 8.

DIAGNOSIS. As for genus.

DESCRIPTION. Cup expanded, low bowl, with

constricted flat base, 15mm long, 39mmwide
(crushed, compacted in part); all cup plates with

coarse nodes, some grading into very short ridges.

Infrabasal circlet large, with large circular stem

facet, constricted subvertical above stem facet,

expanding upflaring distally, divided into 3 plates,

2 large equal plates and 1 smaller plate in C ray,

visible in lateral view. Basals large, upflaring,

gently convex longitudinally and transversely,

forming major part of cup; D-E basal 1 2mmlong

(estimated), 20mmwide. Posterior basal 14.8mm
long, 1 0.4mm wide, truncated distally by 3 small

facets for anals. Radials large, 12mmlong, 18.4mm
wide, strongly convex longitudinally, moderately

convex transversely, strongly incurved distally to

near subhorizontal. Radial facet angustary, horseshoe-

shaped, 7.4mm wide, deep, subhorizontal. Three

anals small, in line of radials, probably projected

slightly above radial facet. Anal tube not pre-

served. Single primibrach axillary, 5.2mm long,

5.2mm wide, straight longitudinally, strongly

convex transversely; distal facets wide spread,

separated by narrow concave trough. Secundi-

brachs wider than long, weakly cuneate, straight

longitudinally, strongly convex transversely.

Primibrachs and proximal 2 secundibrachs with

coarse nodes, with line of coarser nodes along

lateral edges. Stem large, circular in transverse

section, 9mmdiameter.

REMARKS. The crown of Necopinocrinus
tycherus is crushed along the A-CD plane of
symmetry. Radials are cracked and impacted

downward, overlapping the distal tips of the

basals, the E-A basal is inset and edges are over-

lapped by adjacent plates, the infrabasal circlet is

compressed, brachials are slightly offset from the

cup and one another, and the stem and distal parts

of the crown are lost.

This specimen represents a conservative stock

of the Euspirocrinidae showing an advanced
condition of: 1, the anals restricted to the area

above the extended posterior basal; 2, the infra-

basal circlet of 3 plates; and 3, the arms branching

on the single primibrach. Anaglyptocrinus and
Necopinocrinus are the first post Carboniferous

euspirocrinids reported, extending the range of
the family into the Late Permian.

Superfamily SCYTALOCR1N01DEA
Moore & Laudon, 1943

Family SPANiOCRINIDAE
Moore & Laudon, 1 943

Spaniocrinus Wanner, 1924

TYPESPECIES. Spaniocrinus vuluhis Wanner, 1924 from

the Permian Basleo Beds of Timor; by original

designation
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crown QMF38901,x 1.7.

Spaniocrinus geniculatus

sp. nov.

(Fig. 9)

ETYMOLOGY. Latin
geniculates^ like the bent knee:

refers to the knee-shaped brachials.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:
QMF38987 from QML5I8.
PARATYPE: QMF39011, same.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown slender,

elongate; cup medium bowl;

ornament of coarse nodose to

short irregular ridges cont-

inuing onto brachials, with

prominent longitudinal ridge

or keel along middle of
brachials; brachials recti-

linear to slightly cxraeate,

interlocking laterally. Anns
5. Stem round, hetero-
morphic.

DESCRIPTION. Crown
slender, elongate, 57.3mm
long (incomplete). 21.2mm
wide, widest at first brachial, tapering distally.

Cup medium bowk 6mmlong, 1 8mmwide, with

coarse nodose to irregular ridge ornament,

continuing onto brachials; sutures impressed.

Infrabasal circlet small not exposed, may be in

shallow impression. Basals 5. convex longi-

tudinally and transversely, proximally forming

base of cup. distal part forming base of cup walls,

widely outflaring. Radials 5. large, wider
(9.5mm) than long (6mm), strongly convex
longitudinally, moderately convex transversely,

tumid, outflared. Radial facet plenary. Brachials

much wider than long (first bracliial 4.5mm long.

10.5mm wide), rectilinear to slightly cuncatc.

moderately convex transversely, straight longi-

tudinally, prominant central longitudinal ridge or

keel, with coarse nodose ornament, interlocking

laterally, transverse ridges and grooves on lateral

ends exterior to pinnular facets; 2 small pinnules

on each side, transverse outline angular. Anns 5.

tapering distally. Anals not exposed. Stem round.

5mmdiameter, heteromorphic; noditaxis pattern

N212. cirriferous on second nodal below cup;

53.6mm preserved. Columnals moderately long,

(nodals 3.5mm long, internodals 2.6mm long

31mmbelow cup); Iatus convex, with coarse

nodose ornament proximal to cup. smooth

distally. Cirri round. 2.5mm diameter.

v,
i Jr

v

FIG. 8. Necopinocrinustycherus gen. et sp. nov.,D-E interray view of partial

REMARKS.The external mould of the crown

and proximal stem of the holotypc has the distal

part of the arms partly disarticulated and central

parts of the amis missing. Parts of 4 rays arc

preserved. The paratype is a set of amis, lacking

the cup. The medial ridge on the brachials is

well developed on both the holotypc and

paratype. Measurements taken from latex cast of

holotypc.

Comparisons are made with species of Span-
iocrinus and Parspaniocrinus because the two
genera are closely related. The medium bowl-
shaped cup of S. gen icu iatus is lower than that of

either S, validus Wanner. 1924. S. Iranscaucas-

icus Yakovlev. 1 933 or Parspaniocrinus be inert/

Strimple. 1971. all of which have truncated

medium cones, and S. tri nodus Weller. 1909 has a

much narrower turbinate cup. The coarse nodose

ornament of S. validus and S. transcaucasicus.

the triple nodes on the radials of X trinodus. and
the fine granular ornament of P. beinerti, lack the

irregular longitudinal ridges of S. geniculatus.

Brachials of P. beinerti have a rounded exterior in

transverse section, whereas brachials of S.

geniculatus are like the angular transverse outline

of S. validus. The cup and shorter brachials of S.

geniculatus are advanced features, probabh
derived from S. validus.
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rim *.

Fig. 9, Spamocrinusgeniculatussp. no\ A, B. enlarged i I 7) view of ray to left m figure B and lateral view oi'

crown
(
> 1 .1 ).holotvpeQMI r 38987 C'.1 ), exteriorand inleriorvic\vsoi'paitialsetoi"anns.}KiraU pc()Ml 39()1I.

1.8,

Supcrfaniilv DECADOCRINOIDEA
Bather. 1890

Family DECADOCRINIDAEBather. 1890

DIAGNOSIS. Moore & Stnmple (in Moore &
Tcichert. 1978: 685) gave (he diagnosis as;

"Crown slender Cup wideh expanded, truncate

cone or bowl shaped with small basal concavity;

five infrabasals with only distal tips at most

visible in side view; five medium-sized basals;

fiveradials with articular facets as wide as plates;

one to three anals in cup; anal sac tall, slender

Anus ten. formed of cuneatc uniserial brachials.
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branching isotomously on primibrachs 2 in

geologically older forms, and on primibrachs 1 in

later ones, no further branching, arms sinuous or

zigzag in appearance, pinnules stout, tending to

resemble ramules. Stem preponderantly round

transversely and noncirrifcrous (except Aulo-

crmus).'

REMARKS.The Dccadocrinidac were recog-

nised primarily on the zigzag nature of the 10

arms and Moore & Slrimple (in Moore &
Teichert. 1 978) considered them intermediate in

evolutionary development between some of the

genera v\ ith rectilinear uniscrial arms and some
w ith biscrial amis. Taxa with more than 10 zigzag

arms were assigned to one of several families

based on arm branching patterns and other cup
features (i.e. Plummericrinus in the
Pachylocrinidae; Spheniscocrinus in the Ampelo-
crinidae). Using the zigzag nature of the 10 amis.

Holcocrmus should have been assigned to the

Decadocrinidae instead of the Graphiocrinidae.

Without the zigzag appearance of the arms,

genera assigned to the Dccadocrinidac could

have been assigned to the Scytalocrinidae or

Graphiocrinidae on the basis of cup shape and

number of anals within the cup. However, except

for Parascytalocrimts all scytalocrinids have a

truncated cone-shaped cup. Parascytalocrimts

was established by Kammcr&Ausich(1993)for

species with a low bowl-shaped cup with a flat or

shallow basal invagi nation and an atomous A ray

previously assigned to Scytaiocrirws. In the same
paper, they erected Lanecrinus for species with

10 zigzag arms previously assigned to Scytaio-

crinus. This restricted Scytaiocrirws to species

with conical cups and non zigzag arms.

If the zigzag pattern of the brachials is looked at

closely, most genera show that it is dominant!}

the result of a slight to moderate extension on the

long side of the cuneatc brachial into a distal

shoulder where the pinnule attaches. A node or

blunt spine, which accentuates the zigzag

appearance when present, may be positioned on
the distal shoulder adjacent to the pinnule facet

on the outer side of the brachial. Trautscholdi-

crinus lacks the zigzag appearance of the arms,

but shows a faint zigzag pattern on the medial

keel of the cuneate brachials.

There is considerable difference in the length

of the brachials in the Decadocrinidae. The
brachials of Trautschoidicrinus, Zostocrinus and
Eireocrinus arc the longest. Glaukosocrimts has

intermediate length brachials and all other genera

have very short brachials. With the exception of

FIG 10- Glaukosocrimts middalyaensis sp. now.
posterior view of holotype QMF38881 , ><2 .2

.

Decadocrimts and Zostocrinus they branch on

the single primibrachials.

The genera of the Decadocrinidae do not fit

into an evolutionary lineage and the family is

herein considered pohphyleiic. They probably

represent advanced taxa evolved from several

conservative genera within the cuneate brachial

clade recognised by Webster (1997) or other

rectilinear brachial genera. Revision of the

Decadocrinidae is beyond the scope of this study

and should be incorporated in a revision of the

Poteriocrinina. Until such a study is completed

the Decadocrinidae is retained for convenience.

Glaukosocrinus Slrimple. 1951

TYPE SPECIES. \ lalaiocrimis paniusailus Moore &
Rummer, 1940 ironi the Desnioinesian Millsap Lake

Formation. Parker County, Texas; by original designation.
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beyond the stem facet. Only 3 basals are

preserved and all are distorted by compaction.

Solution weathering has destroyed most surface

ornament except along part of the D radial, anal X
and first tube plate.

Glaukosochnus middalyaensis is distinguished

from G parviusculus (Moore & Plummer, 1940)

and G. planus Strimple & Moore, 1971 by the

very fine anastomosing ornament. In addition,

the primibrach is longer than that of G. planus.

This is the first report of Glaukosochnus
outside North America and the first in the

Permian. The peneplenary radial facets make
relatively narrow radial notches as on the cup of

Gparviusculus. The arm branching on the single

primibrach and shallow basal invagination are

advanced features, while the 3 anals in the cup is a

primitive feature. These features did not change
significantly in the Late Carboniferous or Early

Permian.

Eidosocrinus gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES. Eidosocrinus condaminensis sp. nov.

from tlie Condamine Beds. Elbow Valley area, near

Warwick, SE Queensland.

ETYMOLOGY.Greek eidos, fomi or likeness, andkrwon,
lily; refers to the types based on latex casts.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown cylindrical; cup low
bowl-shaped, base invaginated, one anal, with

single axillary primibrachs of differing lengths in

different arms, cuneate brachials, 1 amis zigzag,

coarse horn like nodes or blunt spines on the

basals, radials, and distal tips of all brachials, fine

granulate ornament on basals and radials.

REMARKS.Mild to moderate tumidity of cup
and arm plates in the Poteriocrinina is known in

Spheniscocrinus and Cromyocrinus, among
others. Likewise, coarse nodes or blunt spines on
the axillary brachials are developed on the Pir-

asocrinidae (Pirasocrinus, Sciadocrinus) and
Zcacrinitidae (Tholocrinus). among others. 7/7-

ccracrinus (assigned to the Pirasocrinidae) has

coarse horn-like nodes on the basals, radials and
primibrachs (similar to those of Eidosocrinus),

but lacks the nodes on the very short, weakly
cuneate secundibrachs that have a medial
transverse ridge. Thus, the ornamentation of
Eidosocrinus is a distinguishing character.

The differing length from ray to ray of the

FIG. 1 1 . Eidosocrinus condaminensis sp. nov. A, lateral view of disarticulated partial crown, paratype QMF38904,
*2.6. B, basal view of slightly disarticulated crown, paratype QMF38903, '2.7. C,D, basal (-2.2) and B ray

(xl.8) views of holotype QMF38902. E, internal view of posterior intcrray. paratype QMF38905, x4.3.

Glaukosocrinus middalyaensis sp. nov.

(Fig.10)

ETMOLOGY.From Middalya Station, WA.

MATERIALQMF38881 from QML1240.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown cylindrical, with very fine

nodose to vermiform ornamentation; cup with

basal invagination; radial facets peneplenary; 3

anals in cup; radianal and anal X large; single

axillary primibrach elongate; brachials cuneate;

large pinnules relatively short; 10? arms
distinctly zigzag; stem round, with narrow
crenularium, with wide areola, with round small

lumen.

DESCRIPTION. Crown cylindrical, medium
size, incomplete length 43.1mm, crushed width

26.4mm, very fine nodose to vermiform orna-

mentation extending onto arms. Cup medium
bowl, shallow basal invagination, crushed length

1 0mm, crushed width 20mmmaximum, 8.2mm
minimum. Infrabasals 5, small, horizontal, in

basal invagination, not visible in lateral view.

Basals 5, medium size, strongly convex longi-

tudinally, moderately convex transversely,

forming walls of basal invagination, basal plane,

and base of cup walls. Radials 5, large, length

8.2mm, width 9.1mm, gently convex longitud-

inally and transversely. Radial facet peneplenary,

deep, sloping outward strongly. Anals 3; radianal

large, 8mmlong, 6mmwide, adjoining C radial,

CDand DE basals, anal X, and right tube plate;

anal X pentagonal, large, 7.8mm long, 6mm
wide, widest near distal end. Right tube plate

elongate, 5.6mm long, 4.1mm wide, narrowest

on proximal end, proximal 1/3 below radial

summit. Single primibrach axillary, constricted

medially, length 8. 1 mm, width 7.7mm, widest on
proximal end, strongly convex transversely,

concave longitudinally. Brachials cuneate, ap-

proximately equidimensional, strongly convex
transversely, straight longitudinally, with wide
pinnule facet on alternating distal ends giving

arms distinct zigzag appearance. Pinnules wide,

stout, relatively short. Ambulacral groove deep

V-shaped. Arms 10? Stem round; facet with

narrow crenularium, wide areola, narrow round
lumen.

REMARKS.The crown is crushed and cup plates

are dislocated in part. The intranasal circlet was
partly exposed by cleaning and barely extends
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axillarv prim i brae Its ol Eithsocrttitis is found iti

several Scvtalocnnidae. Aphclccrinidac. Grapli-

locrinidac, among other poteriocrininids This

feature is considered intermediate between
branching above the first primibrach and on the

single priinihrach. Combined w ilh features of the

cup il may reflect a closes evolutional} relation-

ship oftlie Scvtalocnnidae. Aphelecrinidae and

Decadocrinidac llian with the rectilinear brach-

ials of the Stachv ocrinjdae.

Kidnsiu rimis eonilamincnsis sp. nov.

(Fig. 11)

[ IY.VK>UX.\
;

. t| I
-"! Ii '' 3 6a

MAIKR1AJ.. HOLOryPE; QMF389G2 !h.m QM1
PARATYFBS: QMF389I&389Q5, sarrttf.

DIAGNOSIS. As Tor genus

DESCRIPTION. Crown incomplete 54 I mm
DCESencd, c\ hndneaL ornamenl ol single coarse

liom-hke node or blunt spine on all basal, radial

and brachial plates. Cup low bowl-sha]
17 Smmwide. 8.8nim long, base imaginatcd.

Tine granular ornament. Infrabasal circlet small.

5 limn diameter, subhorkontol. not visible in

lateral view. Basals 5, 4, -Smm long. 5.3mm wide.

strongly tumid, outflarecl. forming base of cup
and Avails, Radials large. 5mmlong. 7.5mm wide,

strongly tumid. slightly flaring, forming most of

cup wall. Radial facet plenary subhon/ontal.

slight)) concave transversely, deep, withelcvated

transverse ridge on central 1/1. deep elongate

ligament pit. Wide outer margin- Pnmanal large.

4mm long. 4 7nuu wide, very tumid, abutting

distallv terminated posterior basal, proximal 1/2

in line of radials. distal 1/2 projecting above
radial summit, distally adjoined by 2 anal lube

plates. Single primibrachs axillary in all rays, A
ray longest (8 5mm). C ray intermediate (greater

than 4.7mm). B and E rays shortest (4.9mm),

StfOlig]} convex transversely, concavo-convex
longitudinally, hourglass-shape in exterior view

Securulibmchscuneate. approximately as wide as

long. deep, strongly convex transversely, straight

proximally becoming eomex distaily, node
adjacent to pmnulc facet on long side. Branching

isotornously, I o arms. Stem round.
hcteromoiphic: noditaxis pattern Nl Cotnmnals

moderately long; crcnularinm narrow: lumen
smalL circular?; latus roundly convex on nodals.

gently convex on intemodals.

REMARKS,Descriptkmof EltfosQcriftUscoftdo*

mmensis is based on the casts of all types because
no sped men is complete. Measurements madeon

EC 1 2. A. 11 Koinifacnnus pnwennti&uittt.s Ai'eiidl,

1981, oblique lateral and lateral views ut cup
QMF3SyiO

s
<5.2 C Pedinoerfnm? ttodosux sp.

. C-niaterray view of lu>lotypeQMF3X906
:

vviih

g. pyaeeqtftigriatiiscapw arms ,n upp^r right 1 .7.

the holotype. The hololype has part of the D. A,

B. and C rays; some cup and arm plates are

dislocated slightly. The infrabasal circlet. D-E
basal plate. E ray. and anal are lost through

weathering A poorly preserved pluricolumnal in

alignment with, directly below, and 6mmfrom

the cup is probably part of the stem. It is round.

2.2mm diameter, heteromorphic (noditaxis
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pattern Nl ) with moderately elongate columnals.

Paratype QMF38903 is crushed, all cup plates are

slightly dislocated, the proximal columnal nearly

covers the infrabasal circlet, and only the prox-

imal part of the E and A rays are preserved.

Paratype QMF38904 is also crushed and retains

part of the cup, proximal columnals, and primi-

brach of one ray. Paratype QMF38905 is an

internal and external mould of a cup showing the

basals, radials, anal, and C ray primibrach. The
fine granular ornament is preserved on some cup

plates of all 4 specimens.

Tentative assignment of Eidosocrinus conda-

minensis to the Decadocrinidae is for convenience

and based primarily on the zigzag nature of the

arms.

Superfamily LOPHOCRINOIDEA
Bather. 1899

Family STELLAROCRINIDAEStrimple.

Pedinocrinus Wright, 1951

96

TYPE SPECIES. Pachylocrinus clavatw Wright, 1937

from the Early Carboniferous. Tournaisian, Lower
Limestone Group. Scotland; by original designation.

Pedinocrinus? nodosus sp. nov.

(Fig. 12C)

ETYMOLOGY.Latin nodus, nodes; refers to the nodose

ornament of the cup and proximal brachials.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE:QMF38906, from QML51 8.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown flaring distally, cup low

bowl-shaped, 3 anals, coarse nodose ornament

continuing onto proximal brachials, 1st primi-

brach, 8th secundibrach and 9th tertibrach

axillary; bulbous tegmen; stem round, hetero-

morphic.

DESCRIPTION. Crown moderately large,

47.7mm long (incomplete), 42.3mm wide (still

expanding), pear-shaped, amis flaring. Cup low
bowl, 20mmwide (incomplete?), 6.5mm long

(estimate), base invaginated. Coarse nodose
ornament on all cup plates, primibrachs and
proximal 3-4 secundibrachs; all axillary

brachials above primibrachs nodose or bearing

short blunt spines, Infrabasal circlet not exposed,

within impressed basal cavity. Basals relatively

small, 4mmlong, 4.8mm wide, tumid, moder-

ately convex longitudinally and transversely,

subhorizontal to gently upflared. Radials largest

cup plates, 3.6mm long, 8.8mm wide, moder-

ately convex transversely, strongly convex
longitudinally. Radial facets plenary. Anals 3,

moderately large; radianal in CD intcrray.

supporting both rectangular anal X and right tube

plate directly above in radial circlet. Brachials

cuneate, uniserial to biserial, strongly convex
longitudinally and transversely, sutures impress-

ed, one pinnule on widest side. In C ray 1st

primibrach, 8th secundibrachs, and 9th terti-

brachs axillary, probably 1 or 2 additional

branchings distally. All branching isotomous,

minimum of 40 amis if all rays branch as in C ray.

Anns flare moderately laterally. Anal tube large,

probably bulbous, formed of many small poly-

gonal plates. Stem round, heteromorphic;
noditaxis of N212 or Nl in proximal 20mm
preserved. Columnals with strongly convex latus.

REMARKS. The external mould of Pedino-

crinus? nodosus preserves part of the posterior

side of the cup, the proximal parts of the C and D
rays including some quartibrachs and tegmen
plates. Cup plates are partly dislocated with the C
radial nearly covering the right tube plate. The
cup is covered by a cladoporid coral in part. All

measurements are approximate, from latex casts.

At first glance P.? nodosus appears to resemble

Plaxocrinus, Tholocrinus and Hydreionochnus,

all of which have moderately large flaring crowns

with a low bowl-shaped or discoidal cup, axillary

brachials bearing short spines or blunt nodes and

large inflated tegmens. However, these taxa are

placed in different familes based on the number
of anals in the cup, type of brachials, and arm
branching patterns. These taxa range in age from

Early Carboniferous into the Late Permian and
represent heteromorphic evolution within

different lineages of the poteriocrininids in the

late Palaeozoic.

Lacking ornamentation this specimen would
be placed in Pedinocrinus without question.

Arguments could be made for erecting a new
genus for P.l nodosus. However, we do not

believe that ornament alone is sufficient for

establishing a new genus. The significant time-

gap between the Tournaisian P. clavatus (Wright,

1937) and the Artinskian P.l nodosus suggests

Pedinocrinus may be a holdover in Australia.

The coarse nodose ornament on the cup plates

and proximal brachials of P.l nodosus should

assist future recognition.

Stellarocrinid? gen. et sp. nov.

(Fig. 13C)

MATERIAL. UQF1221 1 A, from QML518.

DESCRIPTION. Cup unknown. Arms broad,

widespread. Brachials uniserial, 4.6mm long,

11.5mm wide, mildly cuneate, deep, with coarse
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nodose ornament; with very large blunt node

elongated parallel to arm length on inner side of

long end, with notch for pinnule facet on outer

side of short end. Ambulacral groove large, 2mm
wide, V-shaped, joined by side grooves from
short end of brachials. C and D ray arms
branching isotomously on single primibrach.

may branch again distally. Branches widely

flared laterally. Tegmen formed of several in-

flated small (3.6mm diameter) lo medium sized

(7mm diameter) polygonal plates adjacent to 2

inflated very large orals ( 1 I mmdiameter) at base

of large anal tube ( 19mmdiameter). Base of anal

tube formed of 5 columns of vertically stacked

plicate hexagonal plates (5.6mm long, 6.4mm
wide); anal tube length unknown. Additional

columns of tegmen plates not preserved,
estimated minimum of 4 or 5 present. Smaller

(3.6mm long and wide) anal tube plates projecting

outward from the 3rd row of tube plates.

REMARKS.The specimen is an external mould
of the oral surface of a large partial crown con-

sisting of parts of 7 arms probably belonging to 5

rays. The 2 arms of the C and D rays branch close

to the tegmen and the ambulacral groove of each

of the 2 adjacent arms (B and E rays) join the

ambulacral groove of the C and D rays before

passing into the interior of the tegmen. It could be

proposed that each of these sets of 3 arms are part

of 1 ray, which would require 2 more rays behind

the tegmen and not preserved. This is not likely

with the excellent preservation and spacing of the

arms. The 7th arm, the A ray, is undivided on the

preserved part. The distal end of the E ray is

regenerated, as distal brachials are much smaller

than proximal brachials. The first brachial of the

regenerated section is axillary. All anns probably

branch again distally. All measurements are ap-

proximate, taken from a latex cast.

Although pinnules are not preserved their

presence is presumed because notches for their

attachment are present on the outer side of the

brachials and a large U-shaped ambulacral
groove along the short end of the brachial adjoins

the main ambulacral groove. Attachment of the

pinnules to the short end of the brachials is an

exception to the normal attachment on the long

end. Both the development of the large nodes on
the inside of the long end of the brachial and the

pinnule attachment on the short end are

considered evolutionary developments of the

specimen, not known in other poteriocrininids.

The small anal tube plates projecting laterally

from the anal tube probably represent the distal

parts of a recurved anal tube. The plates are

slightly disarticulated and adjoined more distal

plates that are not preserved.

The specimen represents a new genus but is

considered inadequate to serve as a holotype,

lacking the cup. It is assigned to the stellaro-

crinids because the laterally projecting arms
spread widely, structure of the large elongate anal

tube, presumed branching pattern of the arms,

and cuneate brachials bear coarse ornamentation.

These are all features of the stellarocrinids.

Family SUNDACRINIDAE
Moore & Laudon, 1943

Sundacrinus Wanner, 1916

TYPE SPECIES. Sundacrinus granutatus Wanner. 1916

from the Permian Basleo Beds, Timor; by original

designation.

Sundacrinus medius sp. nov.

(Fig. 13A,B)

ETYMOLOGY.Latin medium middle: refers to the cup

shape intennediate between that of 2 previously described

species.

MATERIAL. QMF38908 from QML51 8,

DESCRIPTION. Crown medium size, pear-

shaped, 32.4mm long (incomplete), 19.6mm
wide. Cup medium to high bowl-shaped, 13mm
long. 1 8.6mm wide at radial summit, base gently

upflared, all plates very thick with coarse nodose
ornament grading into irregular anastamosing
ridges. Infrabasal circlet large, 9.5mm diameter,

gently upflared, visible in lateral view. Basals

largest plates in cup. gently convex longitudinally

and transversely, widely flaring, of variable size

and shape; posterior basal hexagonal, 7.5mm
long, 8.4mm wide, adjoining radianal, BC basal,

infrabasals, CDbasal, D radial and anal X. Radials

large, 6.5mm long, 7.5mm wide, subvertical to

slightly incurved distally, weakly convex longi-

tudinally and transversely. Radial facet plenary,

strong outward-downward slope. Two pentagon-

al anals in cup; radianal largest, adjoining C
radial, BC and CDBasals, anal X. and first tube

plate, distal tip projecting slightly above radial

summit; anal X adjoining radianal. CDbasal, D

FIG. 13. A,B, Sundacrinus medius sp. nov., posterior and D ray views of holotype, QMF38908, x2.6. C,
Stellarocrinid?gen. et sp. nov., oral view of tegmen and anns, UQF1221 1 A, *1. D. Moapacrinus cuneatus sp.

nov.. posterior view of slightly disarticulated crown, holotype, QMF38909, x 1 .9.
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radial. D primibrach, and overlying tube plate,

distal 1/3 above radial summit. D ray primibrach

elongate, straight longitudinally, strongly convex
transversely, may be axillary. Seeundibrachs
euneate uniserial, elongate, deep, straight longi-

tudinally, strongly convex transversely, with

wide V-shaped ambulacral groove. Anal tube

stout, projecting above cup, formed of thick hex-

agonal plates of uncertain structural pattern,

probably laterally interlocked stacked columns,

length unknown. Stem round transversely,

4.5mm diameter, heleromorphic, of variable

noditaxis pattern in 24mm length preserved, at

least 4 distinct sizes of columnals; latus mod-
erately to strongly convex.

REMARKS. This partial crown consists of a

slightly crushed cup below a jumbled pile of
dislocated brachials and anal tube plates. It is

assigned to Sundacrinus based on cup shape,

thick plates, plenary radial facet sloping outward-

downward and irregular shape of cup plates.

Sundacrinus medius has a cup shape inter-

mediate between the conical cup of S, thangulus

Wanner, 1924 and the bowl-shaped cups of S.

granulatus Wanner, 1916 and S. vastus Wanner,
1924. The elongate cup ofi£ elongates is much
more slender than that of S. medius. Moore et al.

(in Moore & Teichert, 1978) recognised that the

number of anals in Sundacrinus varied, reporting

I, rarely 2. However, there are 2 in S, cf. vastus

(Wanner. 1937, pi. 10, fig, 25) and 3 in S. tri-

angulus (Wanner, 1937, pi. 10, fig. 21). Thus 2

anals in S. medius is intermediate.

This is the first report of the anal tube of Sun-
dacrinus and the first report of the genus in

Australia. It provides additional support for inle-

connections of E Australia and Timor.

Superfamily CROMYOCRINOIDEA
Bather, 1 890

Family CROMYOCRINIDAEBather, 1890

Moapacrinus Lane & Webster, 1966

TYPE SPECIES. Moapacrinus rotundatus Lane &
Webster, 1966 from the Artinskian part of the Bird Spring

Formation, Nevada; by original designation.

Moapacrinus cuneatus sp. nov.

(Fig. 13D)

ETYMOLOGY.Latin cuneatus, wedge-shaped.

MATERIAL. HOLOTYPE: a crushed, partlv dis-

articulated, partial crown, QMF38909 from QML518.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown elongate, cup medium
bowl-shaped, shallow basal invagination, sutures

impressed, coarse nodose ornament, single large anal.

axillary 1 st primibrach, bracluals strongly euneate.

DESCRIPTION. Crown elongate, 46.2mm long,

incomplete. Cup medium bowl-shaped, 7.6mm
long, 16mmwide, shallow basal invagination,

sutures impressed, coarse nodose ornament,

slightly incurved at radial summit. Intranasal

circlet not visible in lateral view. Basals large,

5.3mm long, 6.7mm wide, strongly convex
longitudinally and transversely, forming base of

cup and lower part of cup wall. Radials oi'

intermediate size, 4.8mm long, 8.1mm wide.

moderately convex longitudinally and trans-

versely, subvertical. Radial facet plenary, deep;

transverse ridge slightly concave externally; liga-

ment pit elongate, deep; narrow outer margin;

muscle fields large, intermuscular furrow shallow.

Single anal large, 4.5mm long, 5.2mm wide,

directly above posterior basal, distal 2/3 above
radial summit. Single primibrach axillary. Brach-

ials uniserial, strongly euneate, gently convex

longitudinally, strongly convex transversely; 10

amis.

REMARKS.Moapacrinus cuneatus has wedge-

shaped brachials and is ornamented with coarse

nodes, whereas other species of the genus have

rectilinear brachials and lack coarse nodose

ornament. Pabian & Strimple (1993) reported

fine granular ornament on Melexensis Pabian &
Strimple, 1993 known only from a cup. Only the

posterior 1/2 of the cup of M. cuneatus is

exposed; the C and D ray arms are dislocated and

brachials partly disarticulated.

This is the first report of Moapacrinus outside

North America, the first record of a cromyocrinid
in E Australia, and the youngest cromyocrinid

known. Cromyocrinids are common in late Pal-

aeozoic faunas of the Midcontinent and Rocky
Mountain regions of the USA. Pabian et al. (1989)
reported the cromyocrinids in their 'Terrigenous

Facies Belt', implying some clastic sediment

entering the living environment. Webster &
Houck (1998) noted that cromyocrinids dom-
inate Late Carboniferous faunas in intennontane
basin settings of the Rocky Mountain region.

Although carbonates dominated the environment,

some sand size clastic sediment was deposited

wherein the cromyocrinids were living. Thus, a

cromyocrinid was probably well adapted for

living in the mudstone environment of the Con-
damine Beds.
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FIG 14. A, By Paraburmcrinus gmnulatus Wanner,
1949, D ray and basal views of crushed crown
QMF38882, "•.V.

Family INDOCRINIDAE Stnmplc, 1966

Eoindocrinus Arendt, 1981

'

I YPESPECIES. Eoindocrh tuspnterimosus Arendt, 1 98

1

from the late Artinskian Sarginsk Horizon, Ural Mts; by

original desigiration.

Eoindocrinus praecontignatus Arendt. 1981

(Fig. 12A.B)

MATERIAL. External mould of cup. QMF38910 from

QML518.

REMARKS.Tliis small cup (5.4mm long. 5.8mm
w idc). on the arms of Pedinocrimtsl nodosus. is

oriented on its side with the C-D basal centred,

the basal circlet upturned and the oral rim crushed

downward (not visible). The large stellate ridge

ornament converges in the centre of the basals

and forms triangles across adjacent plates.

Smaller inflated trianglesare formed within these

at the apices of triple plate junctions. A ridge

junction also occurs on the radianal which

US. 15. A.B. Timorechinidgen. indet.. lateral views
of partial set of amis QMF38883, *3.3,

supports the right tube plate distally and is

adjacent to anal X.

A specimen of E. praecontignatus from the

Wandagec Sandstone of Western Australia has

partly developed secondary ridges forming a

secondary triangle within the primary ridge

triangle (Webster. 1990). The Condaminc and
Wandagce forms are considered conspecific with

variation in ornament comparable to that in E
praecontignatus from the Urals (Arendt. 1 98 1 ).

Superfamilv ZEACRTNITOIDEA
Bassler&Moodey. 1943

Family ZEACRINITIDAE
Bassler&Moodey, 1943

Parabursacrinus Wanner. 1924

TYPE SPECIES. Bursaavius procerus Wanner, 1916

from the Basleo Beds, Timor, by original designation,
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FIG. 16. A,B 3 Poteriocrinitidindet.,artnsl. A, lateral view of QMF38885,*3.2. B, lateral view of QMF38884.
x3.1. C,D, Poteriocrinitid indet., amis 3, interior (*3) and exterior ( x4) lateral views of QMF38887, *4.
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Parabursaerinus granulatus Wanner. 1949

(Fig. 14)

MATERIAL. QMF38882 from QML1232.

REMARKS.Tliis small crown is probably an

immature or young adult. It is crushed against the

C-EA axis, infrabasals and basals are not visible

and distal parts of the anus are lost. The single

anal projects 1/2 above the radial summit. Anns
all bifurcate on the 1st primibrach. Granulose

ornament continues onto the rectilinear brach-

ials. Heteromorphic proximal stem colunuials

are round in section.

Family TIMORECHINIDAEJaekel. 1918

Timorechinid gen. indet.

(Fig. 15)

MATERIAL. QM1'38883 from QML1237.

DESCRIPTION. Arm fragment incomplete,

slender. 32mmlong, 13, 5mmwide, parts of, or

possibly 4 rays present. Arms 3. slender.

Brachials uniseriaL rectilinear, gently convex
longitudinally, moderately convex transversely.

Isotomous brandling on 4th and 5 th brachials,

again on 4thand5thbrachials on outer 1/2 of arm,

probably endotomous. Pinnules and ambulacra!

groove not visible.

REMARKS. This specimen has the arms
enclosed, is crushed, and probabh represents

parts of 3 rays. The main part visible is judged to

represent 1 ray wluchhadbifurcatcdisotomously

below the prcsc rved part. As interpreted there are

6 anus in the ray. total of 30 anus if all rays

bifurcate uniformly. Brachials and arm branching

pattern of this type occur in Noiiocrimts and
Parabursaerinus of the Timorechinidae to which

the specimen is referred.

Poteriocrinitid indet., amis 1

(Fig. 16A.B)

MATERIAL. QMF38884and 38885 from QML1237.

DESCRIPTION. Fragment 1. Anns slender, elongate;

fragment 29.2mm long. 19.4mm wide, incom-

plete, including medial portions of a minimum of

16 anus with one additional distal brandling on
most amis. Brachials rectilinear to moderately

cuneatc. gently convex longitudinally, strongly

convex transversely. Axillary' bracliials strongly

protruded. One slender pinnule per brachial on
alternate sides of arm. All brandlings isotomous.

but only branch on one half of arm distally.

probably endotomous.

N^
FIG. 17. Poteriocrinitid indet.

QMF38886, *1.8.

arms 2. lateral view oi

Fragment 2. 32mm long. 14mm wide,
incomplete, medial portions of a minimum of 9

anus. Description as for fragment 1.

REMARKS.These 2 fragments may belong to a

single specimen as they were found within 1 5 cm
of one another. They are the medial and distal

parts of the arms and, if from 1 specimen, there

were a minimum of 40 arms. In the enclosed

position the amis have a jointed or knotted ap-

pearance at the branchings, similar to those of

several potQnocrimiids^suchas Abrotncrinusnnd

Anchicrimis,

Poteriocrinitid indet.. anus 2

(Fig. 17)

MATERIAI , QMF38886 from QML1240.

DESCRIPTION. Partial set of arms 53.8mm long.

39.5mm wide, incomplete, amis unbranched.

loosely parallel. Bracliials medium size, mod-
erately cuncate. straight to weakly convex
longitudinally, roundly convex transversely, with

pinnule on long end; ambulacra! groove shallow,

rounded V shape.
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FIG IS, A-C, l\>ieriocnuilidindei..arrn fragment I, oral. lateral and exterior

views, QMF38911, -2.5.

REMARKS. The arms have a slight zigzag

appearance as a result of weathering, especially

the long pinnule bearing end of the brachials with

greater relief Where (here is little weathering ihe

zigzag is slight. Nine arms are present on the 2

FIG 19. Poteriocrmitiditutet.,

arm fragment i . camera
lucida sketch of exterior

surface of 4 brachials shown
in Fig. ISC. • 3. Similar
parallel ruled sections are

external parts of a single

brachial.

sides of the specimen It is

not known if the A ray was
unbranched and there w ere

only 9 arms or a 10th arm
was lost with weathering.

These arms are similar to a

number of potcriocrinitids.

especially some scylalo-

crinids and decadocrinids.

Poteriocrinitid indet..

arms 3

(Fig. 16C.D)

MATERIA!, QMF38887 from

QML1237.

DESCRIPTION. Ann frag-

ment 30min long. 17.9mm
w ide. with parts of 10

unbranched arms. Arms
slender. Brachials uniserial.

strongly cuneate, gently

convex longitudinally,

strongly convex trans-

versely. Ambulacra! groove

wide, open rounded V-
shaped One slender
pinnule per brachial on
long end.

REMARKS.The specimen represents the distal

part of a minimum of 10 arms, which may rep-

resent only 1/2 the arms of the specimen as the

pinnules and interiorof Ihe arms are visible on I
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side of the small slab, the exterior of 4 arms on the

other side and some arms between these are

visible in end view.

Poteriocrinitid indet., arm fragment 1

(Figs 18, 19)

MATERIAL. QMF38911 from QML51 X.

DESCRIPTION. Fragment, very large 29.2mm
long, 25.2mm wide, 10.5mm deep, consisting of
8 brachials. Single brachial 7.8mm long, 25.2mm
wide, 10.5mm deep. Brachials uniserial but ap-

pearing biscrial (=pseudobiserial). In exterior

view each brachial divided into 2 parts; larger

pentagonal section borders 2 adjacent brachials

in middle of arm in apparent biserial interlocking

fashion, sides adjoining 2 pentagonal sections of

alternate brachials, end forming arm margin with

pinnule facet; smaller section triangular, longer

isosceles sides tapering toward centre of ami, ad-

joining adjacent brachials on either side, shorter

3rd side forming arm margin with pinnule facet.

Both sections convex longitudinally and
transversely, continuous beneath the 2 adjacent

brachial sections. Interior convex with central

small V-shaped ambulacra! groove.

REMARKS. These brachials are the largest

known for Palaeozoic crinoids, the only known
pseudobiserial form, and one of the few bipin-

nular forms, bearing one pinnule on each end of a

compound brachial. The bipinnular condition of

Zeacrimts is a minimal form of hyperpinnulation.

Hyperpinnulation, in which multiple pinnules are

present on both sides of the amis, developed in a

few camerales (Briarocrinus, 4 per brachial, 2 on

each side) and poteriocrinitids (Cupressocriniies,

6 or 8 per brachial, 3 or 4 on each side; Ateo
zeacrimts, 4 per brachial, 2 on each side).

Hyperpinnulation is thought to have developed

by fusion of adjacent brachials ( Ubaghs in Moore
&Teichert. 1978).

Development of the pseudobiserial form
requires overlapping of the 2 adjacent brachials,

as well as the bipinnular condition. The following

possible origins are suggested. First, that they

evolved by fusion of 2 cuncatc uniserial brach-

ials, one becoming the shorter end and the other

the longer end, each bearing a pinnule, with simul-

taneous overgrowth of the 2 adjacent brachials.

Second, that they evolved from biserial brachials

in which 2 pinnule bearing brachials fuse at the

midline with the simultaneous overgrowth of the

2 adjacent brachials. Third, that they evolved

from cuneate brachials with development of a

pinnule on the short non pinnule bearing end of a

brachial, concurrent with overgrowth of the 2

adjacent brachials. The 1st or 2nd origin is most
likely as the 3rd requires redevelopment of a

pinnule on a non pinnule bearing end of a brachial.

Although no pinnules are attached to the brach-

ials, 2 ossicles adjacent to the arm fragment are

pinnulars, both with the wide V-shaped ambu-
lacra! goove exposed. The largest is 5mmlong,

5mm wide and 3.5mm deep; the ambulacra!

groove is 1.5mm wide and 0.6mm deep. Their

size and association with the arm fragment

suggest that they belong to 1 species.

Poteriocrinitid indet., arm fragment 2

(Fig. 20B,C)

MATERIAL. QMF38912 trom QML518.

DESCRIPTION. Ann large, 59mmlong (incom-

plete), unbranched. Brachials large, (proximal

brachial 4mm long on wide end, 7mm deep,

estimated 8mmwide) strongly cuneate, biserial

proximally, uniserial distallly, straight to gently

convex longitudinally, strongly convex trans-

versely, with large pinnule on wide end,
ambulacral groove large, V-shaped. Proximal

pinnule 3mmlong, 4mmdeep, concave longi-

tudinally, strongly convex transversely. More
distal pinnules slender, elongate, concave longi-

tudinally, strongly convex transversely.

REMARKS.This arm fragment is curved back-

wards in a feeding or death posture. Pinnules are

larger than brachials of many crinoids. It

probably belongs to an unknown poteriocrininid.

Poteriocrinitid indet., arm fragment 3

(Fig. 20A)

MATERIAL. QMF39013 from QML518.

DESCRIPTION. Brachials large, 3.3mm long,

4.8mm wide, moderately cuneate, slightly convex

longitudinally, strongly rounded transversely,

coarse nodose ornament; single pinnule on long

end, pinnulars slender, elongate. Anal tube slender,

formed of irregularly arranged polygonal plates

with coarse nodose ornament; basal plate of tube

with sharply pointed centrally expanded spine.

RJEMARKS.The nodose ornament is randomly
distributed externally with up to 20 on a single

brachial. Nodose brachials occur in several

Condamine fauna species. Nodes are more num-
erous and smaller on Poteriocrinitid indet., arm
fragment 3 than on Pedinocrinusl nodosus and

coarser than on Poteriocrinites'! smithii

Etheridge, 1 892.
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FIG 20. A, Poterioerinitid indet, arm fragment 3, lateral view, QMF39013, *2. B,C, Poteriocrirritid indet., ami
fragment 2, counterpart lateral views, QMF38912, x 1 .7.

Subclass FLEXIBILIAZittel. 1895

Order SAGENOCRINIDA Springer. 1913
Supcrfamilv LECANOCRINOIDEASpringer.

1913

Family MESPILOCRINIDAEJaekel. 1918

Loxocrinus Wanner. 1916

TYPESPECIES. Loxocrinus globulus 'Wanner, 1916 from

the Basleo Beds. Timor, by original designation.

Loxocrinus booni Marez Ovens. 1940

(Fig. 21E.F)

MATERIAL. QMF38888 from QML759.

REMARKS.This partial cup consists of the D
and E radials and distal tip of the DEbasal, if the

A radial is symmetrical. The cup is low bowl-
shaped with the infrabasals probably not visible

in lateral view. It is slightly abraded and
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encrusted with bryozoans. Radial facets of the

short, thick radial plates are shifted to the right

of centre with the left shoulder wider than the

right. The facets are concave, deep with a

narrow rim of crenulae and culmina along the

rounded outer edge; other details of the surface

are lost by solution or covered by encrusting

organisms.

Only L. booni has a low bowl-shaped cup with

the infrabasals not visible in lateral view, as the

other 2 species, L. globulus Wanner. 1916 and L.

dilatatus Wanner, 1916, are globose with the

infrabasals visible in lateral view.

Loxocrinus sp. 1

(Fig. 22 A)

MATERIAL. QMF38889 from QML757.

DESCRIPTION. Radial small, 5mmlong, 5. 1 mm
wide, thick, proximally straight longitudinally,

distally incurved, moderately convex trans-

versely, fine granular to vermiform ornament;

shoulders extended longitudinally, left shoulder

wider than right, both wrapping around radial

facet to ambulacral groove. Radial facet angust-

ary, skewed right of centre, elliptical in outline,

concave with marginal rim; transverse ridge

aboral of centre, low; ligament pit in centre of

radial, small, transversely elongate; outer margin-

al area crescent-shaped; muscle areas large, with

irregular surface; ambulacral groove moderately

wide V shaped, confined to adoral edge of facet.

REMARKS.If the radial facet of Loxocrinus sp.

2 were horizontal, the radial sloped inward for its

entire length. Most likely the radial facet sloped

downward, outward and the proximal part of the

radial was vertical with the distal part curving

inward. The shoulders left small obvious notches

between ami bases. The specimen is the D or E
radial if the A radial is symmetrical.

Loxocrinus sp. 2

(Fig.22B,C)

MATERIAL. QMF38890, 38891 from QML758.

DESCRIPTION. Radial small, thick, proximally

straight longitudinally, distally incurved, mod-
erately convex transversely, unornamented;
shoulders extended longitudinally, left shoulder

wider than right, wrapping around radial facet to

ambulacral groove, right shoulder terminating

against radial facet adoral of transverse ridge.

Radial facet angustary. skewed right and left of

centre, nearly circular in outline with extended

right side muscle area, concave with marginal

rim; elevated transverse ridge 3/4 of distance

aboral of facet; ligament pit aboral of centre of
and culmina on aboral 1/2; muscle areas large.

irregular surface; ambulacral groove moderately

wide V-shaped, notched into adoral 1/4 of facet.

QMF38891 8. 1 mmlong, 7.6mm wide; QMF38890
8.2mm long, 10.1mm wide.

REMARKS.Orientation of Loxocrinus sp. 2 would
have been very similar to L. sp. 1 . The two forms
are distinguished by the lack of ornamentation on
L. sp. 2. They both differ from L. booni by being

much longer. QMF38891 is the D or E radial, if

the A radial is symmetrical, as the facet is skewed
to the right and the facet shows evidence of
solution weathering. QMF38890 is the B or C
radial with the facet skewed to the left.

Family PROPHYLLOCRINIDAEMoore &
Strimple, 1973

Prophyllocrinus Wanner, 1916

TYPESPECKS. Pmphyllocrinus dcniatus Wanner, 1916

from the Basleo Beds, Timor; by original designation.

Prophyllocrinus sp. 1

(Fig. 21 A)

MATERIAL. QMF38892 from QML758.

DESCRIPTION. Radial medium size, 10.8mm
long (incomplete), 1 0.4mm wide, medium depth,

proximally straight longitudinally, distally

incurved, moderately convex transversely, fine

granular ornament; shoulders greatly extended

longitudinally, left shoulder wider than right, ex-

tending slightly beyond radial facet, right

shoulder broken off, probably terminating against

distal end of radial facet. Radial facet angustary,

skewed right of centre, elongate U-shaped, con-

cave with marginal rim; elevated transverse ridge

3/4 aboral length of facet; ligament pit small,

centre of radial; outer marginal area crescent-

shaped; muscle areas large, shal lowly concave;

ambulacral groove deep, wide V-shaped, notched

into adoral 1/2 of facet.

REMARKS.Solution etching has destroyed the

proximal edge of the radial and some surface

features of the transverse ridge and ligament pit

of the radial facet. The right shoulder and a small

piece of the left edge of the outer margin of the

radial facet were broken off. The long U-shaped

radial facet readily distinguishes the specimen

from those of Loxocrinus and allies it with Pro-

phyllocrinus. Breakage suggests a very short

right shoulder, a character of Proapsiocrinus and
Ancistrocrinus.
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FIG. 21. Ay Pwphytlocrinussp. l,lateralviewofradialQMF38892
s

x5.7. B.CPmphvllocrinussp.l. B, lateral

vieofradial QMF38893, x4.4. C, lateral view of radial QMF38894, *4.I . D, Prvphyllocrinussp. 3, lateral view
of radial QMF38895, x9.2. E,F, loxocrinus booni Mare/ Ovens, 1940, oral and lateral views, QMF38888,
x5.5.

Prophvllocrinus sp. 2

(Fig.21B,C)

DESCRIPTION. Radial medium size and

thickness. proximaUy straight longitudinally,

MAffiRIAL. Radials QMF38893 from QML758 and
distall >

r incurved, moderately convex transversely.

QM1'38894 Irom QML757. no ornament: shoulders greatly extended
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longitudinally, left shoulder longer than right,

both terminate against distal end of radial facet.

Radial facet angustary, skewed right of centre,

elongate U-shaped, concave with marginal rim;

elevated transverse ridge 3/4 aboral length of
facet; ligament pit very small, centre of radial;

outer marginal area crescent-shaped; muscle areas

large, shallowly concave; ambulacral groove
deep, wide V-shaped, notched into adoral 1/2 of

facet. QMF38893 10.3mm long (incomplete).

QMF38894 8mm long, 7.9mm wide (both

incomplete).

REMARKS.QMF38893 lacks the distal end of
the right shoulder, the proximal edge of the radial

and adoral edge of the ambulacral groove from
solution etching. Solution etching has destroyed

the proximal edge of the radial, some surface

features of the transverse ridge and ligament pit

of the radial facet and distal parts of the muscle
area and ambulacral groove of QMF38894.
Prophyllocrinus sp. 2 differs from P. sp. 1 by
lacking ornament.

Prophyllocrinus sp. 3

(Fig. 2 ID)

MATERIAL. QMF38895 from QML758.

DESCRIPTION. Radial small, 4.9mm long, 4.6mm
wide, medium depth, proximally straight long-

itudinally, distally incurved, moderately convex
transversely, with coarse granular ornament;

shoulders greatly extended longitudinally, left

shoulder longer than right. Radial facet angust-

ary, skewed right of centre, elongate U-shaped,

concave with marginal rim; elevated wide trans-

verse ridge located close to ambulacral groove at

1/3 adoral length of facet; ligament pit very small;

outer marginal area crescent-shaped; muscle areas

small, shallowly concave; ambulacral groove

narrow V-shaped, notched into adoral 1/3 of facet.

REMARKS.Solution etching has destroyed the

distal end of the right shoulder and some surface

features of the transverse ridge. Prophyllocrinus

sp. 3 differs from P. sp. 1 and P. sp. 2 by the coarse

granular ornament. The specimen is probably a

juvenile and with growth would have a facet

much like that of/! sp. 1 or P. sp. 2.

Sagenocrinitid indet.

(Fig. 22D)

MATERIAL. QMF38896 from QML1233.

REMARKS. A weathered, poorly preserved,

partial crown of an indeterminate sagenocrinitid

shows part of the cup plates, part of one ray

including an interbrachial series of 2 plates, and
distal brachials of 2 or 3 rays. Critical parts of the

cup, if preserved are not exposed to identify the

genus. This is the first crown of a sagenocrinitid

reported from the Callytharra Formation. It is

illustrated to show the faunal diversity.

Loose flexible ossicles perhaps belonging to

this taxon, are uncommon in bulk samples of the

Callytharra Formation from the type section.

Both cup and arm ossicles are present and the

brachials show well-developed patelloid processes.

Subclass ART1CULATAZittel, 1879

The Arliculata is revised to include 8 orders. 7

as in the Treatise (Moore & Teichert, 1 978) plus

Amp e 1 o c r i n i da below. A r t i c u I a t a are

characterised by brachial pairs with alternating

muscular and cryptosyzygial articulation.

Order AMPELOCRINIDAord. nov.

REMARKS.The Ampelocrinida (Table 2) includes

Corythocrinidae, Tribrachyocrinidae, Calceoli-

spongiidae, Ampelocrinidae (as constituted below)

and the unassigned Tasmanocrinus. It may be
defined as Palaeozoic genera not previously in-

cluded in the Articulata but with brachial pairs

with alternating muscular and cryptosyzygial

articulation and lacking perfect pentameral

symmetry.

Family AMPELOCRINIDAEKirk, 1942

DIAGNOSIS. Cup bowl-shaped to discoidal,

small; infrabasals small, subhorizontal to down-
flaring, commonly not visible in lateral view; 1

anal (exception, 3 in Ampelocritws); radial facets

plenary; arms commonly 10, rarely more. 2

primibrachs (exception, 3-4 in Halogetocrinus)\

isotomous branching; cuneate pinnulate brach-

ials ; brachial pairs with alternating muscular and
cryptosyzygial articulation; short anal tube where
known (exception, recurved in Ainpetocrinus);

proximal stem commonly pentagonal or sub-

pentagonal, rarely circular, in transverse section;

very cirriferous close to cup where known.

GENERAINCLUDED. Ampelocrinus, CkiidanoavtUS,

Cymbiocrtnus, Halogctocrinus, Moundocrinus.
Oklahomacrimis.

REMARKS.Somespecies assigned to these genera

may not belong to the Ampelocrinidae but a

review of them is beyond the scope of this study.

Genera assigned to the Ampelocrinidae by
Moore et al. (in Moore & Teichert 1978), here

excluded are Arroyocrinus, Polusocrinus,
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FIG. 22. A.Loxocrimissp. 1. lateral view of radial QMF38889. *9.4. B9C,Loxocrinnssp, 2. I J. lateral view of
radial QMF38890, x5. 8. C, lateral view of radial QMF38891. <5.8. I). Sagenocrinilidindet., lateral view of
weathered crow n QMF38896, <1.7.

Proampelocrinus, Spheniscocrinus, because
they lack the brachial pairs with alternating

muscular and cryptosyzygial articulation.

Inclusion of some cymbiocrinids within and
exclusion of some ampelocrinids from the

Ampelocrinidae requires revision of both
families, a revision beyond the scope of this

paper. Ampelocrinidae are intermediate to upper
tier feeders, adapted to carbonate or clastic sub-

strates in equatorial latitudes.

Family CALCEOLISPONGIIDAE
Teichcrt. 1954

DIAGNOSIS. Bowl-shaped to cylindrical cup;

thick plates; basals often extended as prongs or

spines; 1 anal; radial facets plenary; amis 5 or

more; 2 primibrachs if arms not atomous; iso-

tomous branching; brachials cuncate; brachial

pairs with alternating muscular and cryptosy-

zygial articulation; pinnulatc; anns incurling

distally when enclosed; no tegmen; stem sub-

pentagonal or pentagonal proximally, commonly
becoming circular distally; cirriferous near cup
where known.

GENERAINCLUDED. Calceolispongia^Alloso-

erimis. Jimhacrmus. Metacatceolispongia gen.

nov.

REMARKS. The calceolispongiids arc best

characterised by their thick plates, bowl-shaped
or cylindrical cup. often with extended prongs on
the basals and distally incurled anns. They are a

bottom or very low tier feeding animal adapted to

a carbonate or clastic environment in equatorial

and higher latitudes.
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Calceolispongia Etheridge, 1915

TYPESPECIES. Gt/ceolispongialwulei Etheridge, 1915

from the late Artinskian upper Noonkaiibah Formation,

( 'aiming Basin, WA; by monotypy.

REMARKS.Two major papers by Teichert ( 1 949)

and Willink (1979b) described most of the 22

species of Calceolispongia from Australia.

Teichert (1949) described 12 species from
Western Australia and demonstrated their strati-

graphic value in the Carnarvon and Canning
Basins. He reported that one of the major ev-

olutionary trends of the genus was towards
enlargement of the basals which were used for

resting on, or anchoring within, the substrate in

adult stages. The stem of these forms was a tether

in the immature stages and so small as to be of no
or little functional value in the adult stage

(Webster, 1990). Willink (1979b) described 7

species, reassigned 2 species questionably

assigned to Phiaiocrinus by Etheridge (1892) to

Calceolispongia, and proposed an evolutionary

lineage for the E Australian taxa. He based his

lineage largely on the basals and 2nd brachials.

Although E Australian species include forms

with nodose ornamented or thick, slightly to

moderately enlarged bulbous basals, they never

developed the extremely enlarged bulbous basals

typical of the youngest WAspecies. The oldest

WAspecies are quite small and have slightly to

moderately enlarged basals (Teichert, 1949).

Willink (1979b) considered that E Australian

species evolved separately from the WAspecies.

The earliest forms of both E Australian and WA
lineages began in the Sakmarian. It is of more
than passing interest that the 8 non Australian

taxa of Calceolispongia, known from the Basleo

deposits of Timor (Wanner, 1916, 1924, 1937;

Marez-Oyens, 1940), and 1 from the Artinskian

deposits of peninsular India (Reed, 1928) are all

the greatly enlarged basal type. This suggests that

the Wr

A, Indian and Timor forms all developed in

an interconnected area of the Tethys and were
geographically isolated from the E Australian

taxa.

Willink (1979b) also described in detail the

brachial muscle and ligament structure and

proposed a 2 dimensional rheophilic feeding fan

for species of Calceolispongia with only slightly

to moderately enlarged bulbous basals. This was
based on a stemmed form supposedly elevated

off the substrate. He compared the anus to some
modern crinoids noting their similarity of
brachial and muscle structure. This same basic

arm structure is present, where known, on all

species of Calceolispongia, whether the cup is a

greatly enlarged or slightly to moderately en-

larged basal form. This implies that the feeding

strategy of the greatly enlarged basal cup form,

living on or partially buried within the substrate,

and the slightly to moderately enlarged basal cup
form, elevated off the substrate by the stem, was
the same. Wesuggest that the slightly to mod-
erately enlarged basal form was not elevated

significantly above the substrate. Instead we
interpret it to have had a runner-like stem, with

the proximal end upturned so that the cup was in a

position very similar to, but perhaps slightly

higher than, the cup with a vestigal tether stem.

The slightly to moderately enlarged and nodose
basals of the stemmed form helped hold the cup in

an upright or inclined position, preventing over-

turning and fouling of the arms in the substrate.

The 2nd brachial, where known, of all species

of Calceolispongia has protruded nodes to short

blunt spines or coarse irregular ridges. This

includes the extremely enlarged or slightly to

moderately enlarged basal forms of the taxon.

Willink (1979b) suggested that these enlarged

brachials: 1 , added weight to the crown enabling

the cup to orient on its side in slower currents; 2,

acted as stabilisers if the crown was suddenly

bent in strong currents or detached and oriented

on it side; and 3, would have produced con-

siderable enhancing eddying particulate feeding

when the cup was oriented horizontally.

Weagree with Willink's analysis of the plate,

muscle, and ligament structure of the amis of the

calceolispongiids, but, in part, question the

functional significance of the nodes, blunt spines,

or irregular ridges on the 2nd brachial and
feeding model. The added plate material of the

enlarged 2nd brachial to the overall weight of the

crown would be minimal, as they account for a

small percentage of the overall bulk of the crown.

In a detached crown the nodes or blunt spines

could serve to stabilise the crown by projecting

into the substrate, but this would normally
require the 2nd brachials of 2 rays. With the nodes

protruded into the sediment it would severely

limit, if not completely negate, the function of the

rest of those 2 amis, limiting the filtration fan to 3

rays. In soft sediment the base of the ambulacra!

trackways would probably be fouled by burial in

sediment.

It is very doubtful that the crown commonly
survived if detached from the stem. Autotomy of

the stalk of Palaeozoic crinoids has been discus-

sed by Donovan (1993) and Baumiller (1997).
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Although the ability 10 autotomise the stalk

developed in late Palaeozoic eladids
iRurn'.^iw! AH-rimts Webster & l.aue, 1970;

oqag others), it has not been demonstrated that

othet laxa COUld tejynemte die distal sleni nnJ

reattach. If they ttutotomiscd thedistat parts of the

stem ami then grew additional stem proxiroally,

living by grasping or buriaJ attachment ol the

hi it should be recognised by Ending ;i -.tern

preserved with the cirri in the grasping or !

position and the distal end autotomised. The only

.uetaicd stems reported uYaiti ibti late

Palacpzoie arc those of a flexible ennoid
(Strimplc* & hesi, 1979) and l.irlu-mu 'hints

(\usich&Baumiller. 1993

Use of the nodes Ol spines to produce eddy
currents useful tor feeding is considered minimal.

Because the aims project omwaids away BtH

1

cup into the current, only the proximal part ot the

arms could have benefitted if the calecoli-
1 -.pongnds ted in a 2 dimensional or normal
parabolic filtration fan posture.

I he projections on the 2nd brachial of both

greatly enlarged and slightly to moderately en-

larged basal cups suggest that they served a vital

function necessary to either a hemmedexistence

with the cup barely elevated above the substrate

(slightly to moderately enlarged basals. i tinner

type stem) or the cup resting on, or partly buried

within the substrate (greatly enlarged basals.

stem vcstigal in mature forms). Wesuggest that

| r i '- n 1

'
d ' blunt spines served a dual purpose.

as Stops and protection, and that the feeding

posture was similar in both ivpes of caleeoli-

spongiid cup.

As Mops die nodes and spines prevented the

continued rotational movement or the arms as

they opened to u-ed. On forms with the f

buried within the sediment the nodes or spines

could have stopped against the sediment or abut

against another organism living in close

proximity: The first brachial on C. afntitduns had
to lotale outward 76" from a vertical posilion lor

i nod is OH the brachial above the outer lig-

ament pit to slop againsl the distal lipofthc radial

external to the ligament pit on the radial facet.

The nodes or spines of the 2nd hraehial would
have to rotate I 35° to abut against the proximal

parts of the radials and distal pat is o\' the

brachials With the immovable hgamentary
articulation between the 1st and 2nd brachials

(Wlllink, 1979b) il is impossible Foi the mules or

spines to abut thecupplates. However, they could

ablll against adjacent organisms and deter

predators nipping at the base of the arms in cups

with the basals resting Oil the substrate ot Clips

barely cfevaied above ihc subslratc on a iiuiuei

stem. In either ot these positions the proximal

brachials would be elevated above the substrate

and the arms spread in u narrow to widespread

nitration fan or iiie\ COWId have spiead in!o .;

subhonzontai feeding position with pinnules

elevated into ihc emie-m.

Ietcheil (194?, pi. X. tig. 2) illustrated the oral

view Of n o\' ( aimiuJnns with die

proximal part of the enrolled portion of the arms

unrolled along the bedding surface. Ihc first 2

I..
.

in 1

i btlricd in the sediment at a high

angle to the more distal brachials, with only the

il pan of the 2nd brachial partly visible at the

base of the arms. The cup is eompietcly buried.

We interpret [Ins specimen to have been in the

feeding posture at the time of rapid burial

followed by death If the specimen died before

burial, any current (Mich as that necessary to bury
the specimen in sand) would have moved the

arms who a semi-aligned posiion, EfnOI broken

them off. This suggests that the enlarged basal

calceohspongiid speeies. with the cup resting on
or buried within the sediment, fed with the arms

extended along the substrate rather than above
t lie substrate up mthe current in a 2 dimensional or

normal parabolic ''titration fan posture. The
enrolled arms in the nonfeeding position pre\ eat-

cd sediment from fouling the inactive ambulacral

trackways and icmoved the arms from the paths

of predators and benlhic scavengers.

I [lis also explains die relatively large space in

the muscle area between the radial and 1st

hraehial faecis (Willink. 1979b, Kg li) m Lb

\ed and flexed positions. Most cl

criooids have relatively .small spaces wtbc
radial and 1st brachial facets when closed

(muscle contracted) and larger spaces when open
(tnUSCle relaxed), beeausc ihc muscle area of llie

radial facet is subhonzontai. The faoel ot the

radial is steeply downtlaied into ihc cup oft w/< <w//-

spMgia< while the brachial facet is subhonzontai
with the ami in ttlC eiiiollcd coiilracicd position,

not the relaxed position as shown by Wlllink. Jn

the relaxed position the aim is uiuolled and

aded out into the feeding position with the

ligament in the OUIOI ligament pits ol ihc radial

and 1st brachial contracted. In both conditions

the cross- see tional ai ea between the muscle ai e;is

of the facets is relatively (argoi than it] most

potenocnninids.

Whenclosed the arms of the ealccolispongitds
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FIG. 23 . Calceolispongia abundans Teichert. 1 949. oblique C ray (A), distal (B ) and B-C interrav (C ) views of
partial crown QMF38874, x2.3.

formed an open pentagonal petaloid structure in

distal view, not the tightly enclosed crown of

most poteriocrininids. However, the 1st and 2nd
brachials were more tightly enclosed, surround-

ing the visceral mass protruded above the radial

summit in the tegmen. The base of the enrolled

arms formed a constriction, the arm girdle (Lane

& Webster, 1966). above the 2nd brachial.

Another use of the node or spines on the 2nd
brachial could have been to deter settlers from

using the shelf developed atop the 2nd brachial

and deny predators access to the visceral mass.

Calceolispongia abundans Teichert. 1949
(Figs23,24A-C)

MATERIAL. QMF38874 from QML1217.

REMARKS. The partial crown, an immature
specimen (24mm long. 33mmmaximumwidth),

lacks the stem, tips of the protruded part of 4

basals and all distal parts of the arms beyond the
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FIG 24. A-t\ Calceolispangia abundans TeicherL
1949. basal, posterior and A rav views of partial
crown QMF38874, -2.3. D,E S Catceolispongia
rubmTtichsti, 1 949. proximaland distal facet views
of 2nd brachial QMF38876, *4.1.
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FIG. 25. A-D, Calceolispongia

rubra Teicherl, 1949, distal facet

(x4), exterior (*4) s
proximal

facet (x4) and lateral (><3.2)

views of 2nd brachial
QMF38878.

4th brachial. It was transported to the site of

burial with loss of the stem and perhaps some of

the distal parts of the amis. At the site of depos-

ition some of the 1st to 4th brachials were

disarticulated and moved into the visceral cavity

as the specimen was buried. The silt and sand

enclosing the partial crown and the associated

disarticulated plates are compacted and slightly

cemented. Most of the enclosing matrix is easily

removed by wetting, brushing with a moderately

stiff tooth brush and light scraping with a needle

under the microscope.

Features not previously described on C.

ahundans are the ridges and grooves of the lateral

ends of the 1st and 2nd brachials. The 1st ridge

and groove are 1 .7mm above the proximal end of

the 1st brachial and the last is at the distal end of

the 2nd brachial. Initial ridges and grooves are
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short and of low amplitude, whereas distal ones

have higher amplitude. With the brachial in a

living or near vertical position, the ridges and
grooves are oriented nearly horizontally with a

very gentle curvature, centrally convex upward.

There are 7 ridges on the 1st brachial in 2.8mm,
and 6 ridges in 2.7mm on the 2nd brachial. In

lateral view, with the arms enclosed, they appear

to interlock with false symplectic articulation.

Development of the ridges and grooves on the

ends of the proximal brachials is known in other

species of Calceolispongia, such as C lizziensis

(Willink, 1979b, pi. 9, fig. 18) and C. spectabilis

(Teichert, 1949, pi. 19, fig. 40), as wellaspoterio-

crinitoids such as Spaniocrinus, as described

above. Most commonly the apparent interlocking

occurs between apposing brachials and may extend

along most of the anns of adjacent rays, such as in

Parastachyocrinus. In these forms alternate

brachials form the groove and ridges of 1 arm and
the brachials of the adjacent arm form the

counterparts to produce the interlocking fit.

Webster & Lane (1967) referred to this as an

interlocking structure' and interpreted it as adding

strength to the enclosed crown. They also

considered that this limited the movement of the

proximal brachials below the arm girdle or

constriction in the anns occurring immediately

above the interlocking on the cromyocrinid M>a/w-
crinus. The interlocking of adjacent brachials is

structurally quite different from the ridge and
groove development on individual brachials of
Calceolispongia, although they may have served

a similar purpose.

We suggest the structures in the calceoli-

spongiids served as sliding guides for differential

rotational movement of adjacent proximal
brachials as the arms were opening and closing as

well as guides for forming a close fit when the

anns were entirely extended and were being

tightly enclosed. A rotational movement of the

amis above the transverse ridge of the radial facet

occurred as the amis opened and closed. Thus
gently curved ridges and grooves allowed a

relatively smooth differential movement
between laterally adjacent plates. The crinoid

could flex 1 ami to a greater or lesser degree than

the 2 adjacent arms. Whenthe amis are flexed to a

position where the 1 st and 2nd brachials were not

in lateral contact with the brachials of adjacent

rays (Teichert, 1949, pi. 9, figs 1, 2), the ridges

and grooves of one arm were not in contact with

those of adjacent rays, but would have served as

guides for proper positioning of the brachials as

the amis enclosed.

In the enclosed position the ridges and grooves

would have also restricted translational move-
ment of the 2 proximal brachials parallel to the

long axis of the amis. This would allow tensional

forces (such as predators nipping the tips of the

arms or accidentally hitting the arms while

chasing prey) applied to the distal parts of the

arms to be mitigated by the added strength of the

2 adjacent arms on the proximal 2 largest brach-

ials. Depending upon the amount of tension, this

could have resulted in retention of the 2 proximal

brachials, the largest in the arm, when the distal

brachials were lost. Retention of the proximal

part would require regeneration of fewer
brachials and thus less time and energy to replace

the lost part of the food gathering network.

The enlarged proximal 2 brachials surrounded

an expanded visceral cavity. Wesuggest that they

sewed as a plated structure surrounding the tegmen
in the enclosed position, while also serving as

moveable arm bases. To accomodate expansion

of a full gut tract, the 2 proximal brachials would
have rotated outward. The ridge and groove
structure would have allowed smooth expansion

and contraction with a slight rotational move-
ment of the proximal brachials. The nodes or

blunt spines on the 2nd brachial would have

served for protection analogous to tegmen spines.

In the feeding position, the opened anns would
have allowed some exposure of the visceral mass
above the radials, covered only by the tissue of

the tegmen.

Teichert (1949) described the nervous system
of Calceolispongia as a series of fine canals on
the inner side of the cup plates. He did not men-
tion the dual entoneural canals of the brachials.

From the radials there are 4 canals that pass into

the first brachial on the oral side of the transverse

ridge of the arm facet. On the distal crypto-

syzygial facet with the 2nd brachial the 4 canals

continue into the inner side of the 2nd brachial

and as they come out on the distal side they merge
into 2 canals continuing throughout the more
distal brachials. The 2 very small entoneural canals

are on the oral side of the centre of the transverse

ridge of facets with muscular articulation and at

the growth centre of brachials with crypto-

svzvgial articulation. First and 2nd brachials

(QMF38875-38878) of C. rubra Teichert, 1949

from the Wandaeee Sandstone (QML1222) show
the canals (Fig. 24D,E, 25, 26A-D). The dual

internal canals also occur in the brachials of

Jimbacrinus bostocki. In J. bosiocki they pass

across the radial facet into the 1 st brachial on the

oral side of the transverse ridge. In the distal
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FIG 26 A-H. Calceolispofigiu rubra Teiehert. L949. A3, distal and proximal facet views ol first brachial

QMF38875. =4.4. CD. proximal mid distal facet views of second brachial QMF38S77, x4. 1
.

F-Cl ( alceo-

lispongiagertki'Wdlxnk, 147%. basal .posterior and D ra\ views of reconstructed crown GSQF134S8, * 1.5.
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brachials thereafter, there are dual canals as in

Calceolispongia.

Calceolispongia gerthi Willink, 197%
(Fig. 26E-G)

MATERIAL. GSQF1 3488a-r. 5 basals (13488a-e). 5

radials (134881-j), 4 first brachials (13488k-n), and 4
second brachials (l3488or) from the early Artinskian

Berridale Formation, Rathbone's Quarry, Granton,

Tasmania. Collected by S. Parfiey.

REMARKS.Willink ( 1 979b) based the descript-

ion of Calceolispongia gerthi on disarticulated

second brachials. He recognised that the basals

were not distinguishable from those of C. diemen-
ensis and described and i llustrated basals referred

to as C. gerthi-diemenensis. No cups or crowns
were reported for either species. All of the material

came from the Crinoidal Zone on Maria Island.

The discovery of disarticulated plates from a

single specimen in a thin shale between 2 lime-

stone layers in the Berridale Limestone allowed

the reconstructon of a partial crown including the

first 2 brachials. Among the 5 basals, only the CD
basal has a truncated distal end for reception of

the anal plate, which was not recovered. Under
the microscope the sutures of the basal and radial

plates along the anal intersexes were shorter than

those between comparable plates in other inter-

rays. Likewise, facets between the radials and 1 st

brachials of the C and D rays were shorter than

those in other rays, and had a short gap on the end
adjacent to the anal interray, allowing recognition

of their positions within the cup. Facets of the 1 st

and 2nd brachials of the C and D rays were
shorter and slightly twisted compared to those in

other rays allowing easy recognition. The rest of

the specimen was reconstructed around the C and
D rays. The BCand DEbasals are broken, but the

pieces were glued together. Unfortunately the BC
basal was also distorted by compaction and the

DE basal was solution weathered. It is uncertain

if they are in the correct positions or interchanged

on the reconstruction. The AB and EA basals

would not fit the sutures for the BCand DE, and
are thus presumed to be in their correct positions.

The third 1st brachial could fit on the E, A. or B
radials, and thus its position, though correct with-

in a ray, cannot be more precise. Likewise the 2

second brachials have been solution weathered
and it is uncertain which, if either, fit the 1st

brachial. The infrabasal circlet was not
recovered.

The reconstructed partial crown is cylindrical

and probably rested on the enlarged basals on the

substrate with a runner or tether stem. The
proximal side of the blunt spine projections is

essentially horizontal, and the infrabasal circlet is

not visible in side view, as it is downilaring or

subhorizontal and confined to a shallow basal

concavity. The radials are subvertical and the

protruded knobs of the 2nd brachials are sub-

horizontal to slightly up flared in the enclosed

position. When the arms were fully extended
laterally the knobs would have rested against the

apex area of the subjacent radial and 2 basals.

If C. gerthi lived elevated slightly above the

substrate, the basal projections could have served

as bumpers to keep the crown in a near upright

position when tilted by currents or scavengers.

The blunt spines on the basals along with the

knobs of the 2nd brachials would help to prevent

the arms getting into the sediment and
ambulacra! trackways from getting fouled when
hit by scavengers or strong current surges. From
the shape of the reconstructed cup it is most likely

that C. gerthi rested on the substrate with a runner

stem.

Calceolispongia sp.

(Fig. 27)

MATERIAL. One slab with 3 basals, anal, and numerous
brachials, all external moulds, QMF39012 fromQMLSlS.

DESCRIPTION. Plates thickened, basals pro-

truded into short double spine projecting out and
upward, surface ornament coarse nodes and an-

astomosing ridges aligned towards spine tips. Anal

pentagonal, with central rounded node. Brachials

cuneate, concave longitudinally, strongly rounded

transversely; ambulacra! groove wide, deep V-

shaped.

REMARKS.The plates of Calceolispongia sp.

are part of a single specimen disarticulated by
currents or scavengers leaving them in close

association. Other plates are unknown, either not

exposed or lost by weathering. The basals are

similar in shape to C. gerthi and C, diemenensis

^Willink, 1979b), except they have surface

ornament in addition to the double spine. If these

plates are from a fully grown individual, the

specimen would have been small, cylindrical,

and lived on the substrate with a runner stem. It

probably represents a new species, based on the

nodose to anastamosing ridge ornament, that

evolved from C. gerthi or C. diemenensis.

Lacking radials and proximal brachials it is left in

open nomenclature and mentioned for complete-

ness of the Condamine fauna.
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FIQ 27. Calceolispongia sp. 7 overlapping views of dislocated cup and ann plates, QMF39012, <2.5

JimbacrinusTeichert. 1954

TYPE SPECIES. Jimhaaimis bostocki TeicherL 1954,

from tlic Aitmskiaii Cundlego Sandstone o[' WA: by

original designation.

JimbacrinuK donnellvensis

Webster & Jell. 1992

Jihibacrinus down , Webster & Jell. 1992: 353. tig. 21.

REMARKS.The locality for./, donnellyensis

was given as from the upper part of the Arlinskian

Bulgadoo Formation in the t\pe section near

Donnclh 's Well ( Webster & Jell. 1992). Because

this is one or the few limestone environments

above the Call) tharra Formation in the Permian

of WAthe localit} was deemed worth) of

reinvestigation for additional information and
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more precise location. The yellow weathering

limestone is a small lense. forming a weak bench
at the base of the slope. QMLI 141. Collection

yielded 45 crowns of ./. donnetlyensis
(QMF3915 1-39 195), 3 crowns of Stomiocrinus

merlinleighensis (QMF39196-39198). 7 basals

of Catceotispongia sp. (QMF39210-39216). 8

columnals of Neocamptocrinus sp. (QMF39202-
39209). 2 radials of Thaumatoblastus sp. (QMF-
39200. 3920 1 ) and 1 spine of Archaeocidaritfi sp.

(QMF39199). All specimens are in loose blocks

or occur as free elements.

Metacalceolispongia gen. nov.

TYPE SPECIES. Cymbiocrirms cherrabunensis Webster

& Jell. 1 992 from the Wuchiapingian Cherrabun Member.
Hardi nan Formation, WA.

ETYMOLOGYGreek meta, between or change, and
( \dccolispongia, implying a derived form.

DIAGNOSIS. Bowl-shaped cup. thick inflated

plates, apical pits. 1 anal, plenary radial facets. 2

primibrachs, 1 1 arms minimal incurl distally.

brachials cuncatc, muscular and cryplosy/ygial

paired brachials, pentagonal proximal columnals.

REMARKS.Metacalceolispongia differs from
all other calccolispongiids by having more than 5

amis. It is similar to Cymbiocrinus, differing by
having more than 10 anus, thick plates and a

pentagonal stem proximally. It could have
evolved from Allosocrmus by further branching

of the anus or from Calceolispongiaby branch-

ing of the arms and less protrusionof the basals.

Metacalceolispongia cherrabunensis
(Webster & Jell. 1992)

( 'ymbiocrinus cherrahtmensis Webster & Jell, 1992:351. tig. 20.

DESCRIPTION. See descriptionof Cymbiocrirms
cherrabunensis Webster & Jell (1992: 35 1 ).

REMARKS.Webster & Jell (1992) commented
that the 3rd arm on the C ray of ( \ cherrabunensis

is atypical of Cymbiocrinus and noted the

affinities to Jimbacrinus, Evaluation of ( Cymbio-

crinus and the Calceolispongiidae within the

Articulata lineage resulted in reassignment

Family TRIBRACHYOCRINIDAE
Arendt& Willi nk. 1981

DIAGNOSIS. Cup globose, relatively large; infra-

basals upflared. distal lips visible in lateral view;

radial facets plenary; 1-4 anals; 12 or 20 anus;

isotomously branching; cuncate brachials annu-
late; brachial pairs with alternating muscular and

< to.
-"•

wife 4 ^w^ijj^ *»*•*' x;

FIG 28. Tribrachyocrinus corrugatus Ralte, 1885,B
ra\ view ofcrownZ3256, *2.3.

cryplosy zygial articulation; stem relatively large,

round in transverse section, with round lumen;

may be very cirriferous close to cup.

GENERAINCLUDED. Tribrachyocrinus. Mega-
notocrinus mid Nowracrinus,

REMARKS.Tribrachyocrinus was assigned to

the Sundacrinidac on the basis of amis developed
in 3 nays (Moore & Laudon. 1943) and made the

monotypic type of the Tribrach) ocrinidae by Arendt

& Willink (in Arendt. 1981). Meganotocrinus
was questionably assigned to the Ampelo-
crinidae and Nowracrinus was considered
inccrtae sedis (Willink. 1979b). Except for the

non-development of anus in 2 rays and a larger

number of anals there is little difference between
Tribrachyocrinus and Meganotocrinus or
Nowracrinus. Nowracrinus differs from Mega-

notocrinus by stellate crenulations extending

across plate boundaries. The tribrachyocrinids

differ from all other Ampelocrinida by the develop-

mcntoframules instead of pinnules and the large

transverselv circular stem. Thev were an
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intermediate or upper tier feeder, adapted lo

carbonate and clastic substrates in higher
latitudes

Tribrachyocrinus MToy. 1847

raPl I
^nuhwcrimr; datkii WCo* 1S47

Irom kouduin oi Woniian sediments m (be MaUland
disiiicl NSW- 1-.\ otjgiaal designation.

Tribrachvocrinus corrugutus Ratle. 1885

MATERIAL. TM23256, fmm Hie Malbina Formation,

late Aiiiuskitai. Storti I&J Shed 8411 1 100,000, <md
reference 773 MS, I ismapia Collected by Andrew
ko/efdds, M;i\ Banks and Nod Kemp

DESCRIPTION. Crowa small. 42mm long.

26 6mm\vide. all cup plates with coarse corrugate

ornament. Pari of infrabasals. basals. A-C
radials. radianal. Ird anal, pails of A and C raj

arms preserved in flattened plane. Radial facet

plenary First primibrnc 1 1 wedge-shaped. tapering

distal Iv Axillary 2nd primibrach triangular.

distal lip separating facets forwideh diverging

1st sccundibrachs. Axillary 2nd or 3rd seeundi-

braclv shaped like axillan primibrachs Bolh
branchings isotomous All distal brachials

euueatc unisenaL straight to weakh concave
longitudinally, strongly convex transversely

with smooth external surface. Large ramulc or

small arm on every 2nd tertibrach. alternating

sides of main arm* for next 4-6 brachials, un-

known thereafter In A ra> first ramulc on 3rd

lertibrach. 2ndniniulcoii5thtcrtibrachoii 1/2 ra\

adjacent to C ray. In 1/2 ray adjacent to D my 1st

ramulc on 2nd tertibrach- 2nd ramule on 5th

tertibrach. Thereafter ramules even other terti-

brach Bmeluals paired masculaturcanictdationoii

brancluug facets and after ramules alternating

withcnptosy/ygial.

REMARKSThe small crown is crushed by com-
paction. It is the first crownof this spccicskuowu
\viih well-preserved anus of 2 rays. The descript-

ion of the arms supplements the excellent cup
analysis and description of T. corrugatm b\

Will*Jnk(197Vb)

Tribrach vocrinus ^ranulatus Etlieridge. 1892

(Fig. 2$)

MAMMAI rM75258. from the Malbina form
in.

!
.

i. Storm B$ Sheet Silk 1:100,001), grid

reference 773 3 -is, fesmania. Collected bv A. Ro/cfekls.

M Bonks and N Kemp

Rl: MARKSThe cup has a I. Srum diameter hole

dulled through the left central part of the large

FIG. 19 Tril i Hnu* gmwiH/aitts Rlheiidge

1892, C m\ view of cup with drill hole in radianal.

Z3251 <2

A-C basal plate in the centre of the flattened

specimen. Non-predaloty drill holes in the legmen
plates of Earl} Carboniferous eamcrale crinoids

Mere described by Baumillcr ( 1 990) and epi/oan

pits on cup. legmen and arm plates of early and

middle Palaeozoic crinoids were reported by Brett

(1978. 1985). To our knowledge, no predatory

drill holes through cup plates of Palaco/oie

crinoids have been reported. The hole was there

prior to deposition, is filled with ilte surrounding

fine silly cla> matrix and has a compaction
fracture through the plate crossing the right edge

of the hole Burial w as rapidas no overgrow ins or

abrasion occurred. Solution weathering has

destro\ed part of the surface caleite of most
exposed plates Scavengers have not dis-

articulated the cup plates and the degree of

articulation of the parts of the arms present can-

not be detenu i ned because of matrix cover. A
small, gastropod. I'eruvtspiru sp . > 7cm aw as

from the cup. is not know n to be carnix orous (

A

Cook. pens. comm.. 1998) and is not thought to

have been associated m a copropliagous
relationship with the specimen

Willink (1979b) considered T. granutattib

uninlcrprelable and recommended suppression
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FIG 30. Tribrackyocrinud? sp. ami fragment, A-C, lateral view of whole specimen (* 1 .7). enlarged proximal

( *2.4) and distal ( *3.
1

) views of QMF38898.

of the species because no additional material had
been found. He also considered T, gramdatus as

possibly representative of T. rattei Willink, 1 979.

If such were proven T. gramdatus would liave

precedence. T. rattei has aligned nodes coalesc-

ing into ridges. T. gramdatus has only nodes,

which may show alignment, therefore we accept

both species.

Tribrachvocrinus? sp., ami fragment

(Fig. 30)

MATHRIAL. QMF38898 from QML806.

DESCRIPTION. Arm large, 60mmlong (incom-

plete), branching of indeterminate type on 6th

brachial, may branch again distally. Brachials

large, (proximal brachial 3.2mm long. 6.7mm
wide, 7mmdeep), uniserial. moderately cuncatc,

concave longitudinally, strongly convex trans-

versely, large ramule given off on every other

brachial on opposite sides of arm (2 ramules per 4

brachials). Articular facet of proximal brachial

with large rounded transverse ridge; narrow
crescent-sliaped outer margin with deep ligament

pit adjacent to transverse ridge: muscle areas

large, narrowing distally. Ramulars moderate!}

cuncate. straight to weakly convex longitud-

inally, strongly convex transversely. Ramules
branching on ramular 4 or 5. may branch again on
sccundiramular 2. and tertiramular 2; may give

off small unbranched ramules of pinnular size.

Brachials paired with muscular articulation

where branching or a ramule is given off alter-

nating with cryptosyzygial articulation where no
brandling occurs.

REMARKS. The branching pattern of the

ramules is similar to that of Trihrachyocrinus

corrugatus above the branching on the second
secundibrach. The branching of the ramules may
represent a specific difference. The branching
also resembles that of the Silurian flexible

( liolocrinus obesus (Angelin, 1878). the Early
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FIG. 3 1 . Meganotocrinus princeps (Etheridge, 1892), lateral view of abnormal crown BMK68151, *1 .7.

Carboniferous cyathocrinitid Barycrinus asteris-

cus Van Sant, 1964 and flexible Onychocrinus
exsculptus Lyon & Casseday. 1860. There is no

indication of patelloid processes on either brach-

ials or ramulars and the articular facet of the 1 st

brachial is of a form common to many poterio-

crinilids.

Meganotocrinus Willink. 1979

TYPF SPECIES. Phialocrimu princeps Etheridge, 1892

from Artinskian Muree Sandstone Member, Branxton

Fonnation, NSW: by original designation.

Meganotocrinusprinceps (Etheridge. 1892)

(Fig. 31)

MATKR1AL. BME6815L Middle Pornian, fiom an un-

known locality in Queensland or NSW.

REMARKS. A request for loan of the type

specimen of Poteriocrinitessmithi resulted in not

only the plasticine type of P. smith L but, the

external mould of a partial crown of Meganoto-
crimts princeps with an identification label of P.

smithi, from the Gympie Beds. Stairwell, near

Rockhampton. The specimen is part of the Dunstan
Collection, purchased by the British Museum.
July 1935. There is obviously a mixup in the

locality and identification of the specimen.

This specimen of M. princeps is an external

mould of parts of 3 rays of an abnormal cup and
proximal brachials, with associated, but not

attached, distal parts of 3 or 4 arms. It is em-
bedded in a volcaniclastic matrix. Permian strata

in the Stanwell area are the Early Permian
Youlambie Conglomerate and early Late
Permian Dinner Creek Conglomerate. Permian
volcaniclastic deposits are present in and SE of

the Rockhampton area, about 25-45km E of

Stanwell. Other Permian volcaniclastics and
sedimentary deposits are present 20-30km Wand
SWof Stanwell. Thus the specimen could be

from the Stanwell or Rockhampton area. All

reported localities of M. princeps are in NSW
(Willink. 1979b).

The abnormality occurs on one of the radials.

which lacks the development of the arm and
terminates in a distally projected wide V-shaped
extension. The 1st primibrachs of the 2 adjacent

arms partly overlap the radial, the one on the right

more than that on the left. There is no indication

of a radial facet, nor of any injury. This appears

similar to B and E radials in Tribrachyocrinus

where no ami is developed. If the 3 basals were
not exposed the specimen would have been
assigned to Tribrachyocrinus. It is interpreted as

a genetic defect and is illustrated to show the

abnormality, but may also indicate the close
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FIG 32. XoM'racri/iu.s oniatus Willmk, 1979. A. distal

facet view of pnmibrachtal QMF39020, x2.8. B.
internal view of radial QMF39015.^2.4. C. external

view of basal QMF39014, -3.4.

relationship between Tribrachyocrinus and
\ ieganotocrinus,

Nowracrinusornatus (Etheridgc. 1892)

(Figs 32. 33)

Tribrachyocrinus ornatus Etheridge, 1892: 94. pi. 19.

Nowracrinus ornalus (Etheridge); Willink. 1979a: 124. lies

3-6f.

MAITRIAL. Basal. QMF39014, radial QMF39015 prirni-

brachs. QMF39019, 39020 and eolumnals QMF39016-
390 1 8. 3902 1 , 39076, 39077 from QMI . 1 247.

DESCRIPTION. This description only adds or

alters that of Willink (1979a). Pluricolumnal

heteromorphic, pentagonal in transverse section.

Noditaxis N3231323 minimal, may be more
complex. Columnals large, pentagonal nodal

10. lmmdiameter, c. 1mmthick; internodals sub-

round to pentagonal, weakly pentastellate. 8.5mm
diameter. <0.7mm thick. Nodal latus narrow,

strongly protnided. relatively sharp, rounded,

internodal latus similar. Facets with narrow

crenularium parallel to pentagonal sides of
columnal. crenulae and culmina coarse, straight

sided, slightly longer at angles of columnal. other-

wise equal length. Areola narrower to slightly

wider than crenularium. Lumen large, subcirc-

ular to pentagonal, parallel to outline of columnal.

Symplexy articulation. Nodals with 5 cirri. Cirral

facet elliptical, long axis parallel to columnal
facets, with small central axial canal.

REMARKS.Combination of the intraplate cren-

ulations and nodose to vermiform ornamentation

are the distinctive features of cup plates of N,

ornatus. Columnals lack surface ornament but

the pentagonal and pentastellate outline com-
bined with distinctive facets could be used for

correlation in absence of the cup plates. All

columnals are slightly to moderately distorted

from compaction.

Family INCERTAESEDIS

Tnsmanocrinus Willink. 1979

TYPESPECIES. Tasmanocrwus mariensis Willink, 1 979,

from Sakmarian strata on Maria Island, Tasmania; by
original designation.

Tasmanocrinus sp.

(Fig. 34)

MATERIAL. TMZ3259. from the Malbina Formation.

late Artinskian. Storm Bay Sheet 8411, 1:100,000, grid

reference 773 348, Tasmania. Collected by Andrew
Ro/efelds. Max Banks, and Noel Kemp.

DESCRIPTION. Crown cylindrical, 24.5mm long.

9mmwide (incomplete, plates slightly dis-

associated). Cup conical. 3.7mm long, crushed.

Radials 4 or 5. 3.7mm long. 3.2mm wide,
subvertial longitudinally, gently convex trans-

versely, proximal end weakly convex, distal end
with peneplenary radial facets. Arms 10?
Brachials cuneate. strongly convex transversely,

with open V-shaped ambulacra! groove.
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FIG. 33. NowracritwsornatusVJiUwk, 1979. A.B, overlapping views of crushed pluricolumnal,QMF3901 8,

x2.8. C, facetal view of columnal QMF39077, x4.2. D, faeelal view of columnal QMF39021 , *4.2. E, facetal

view of slightly disarticulated pluricolumnal QMF39016, *3.3. F, facetal view of slightly disarticulated

pluncolumnal QMF39017, x3.4. G, facetal view of columnal QMF39076, *4A

Cryptosvzvgial and muscular articulation on nodcd on petals, with strongly convex latns. Cirri

alternating pairs of brachials distallv. Pinnules close to cup. probably 5 per nodal. Cirrals short,

stout. Stem pentagonal 4mmattached to cup. round transversely. wiUi convex latus.

36mm unattached, heteromorphic; noditaxis REMARKS.This is the second specimen of Tas-

N3231323. Columnals pentalobate. lobed to manocrinus and probably represents a new
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FlCi 34. A.B. Ta.ummocnnus sp.. lateral views of

partial proximal stem and crown. £3259, 3.1

species, li is crushed with plates slightly 10

moderate!} disassociated- Weathering and

rccrysiaJ ligation have destroyed facets on niost

exposed surfaces and ornamentaiion. A weak line

of nodes or grannies parallel lo the intrnradial

sutures ma\ be the remnant of coarser nodes

similar to the aligned nodes on /. muriensis

Willink. 1979. The elongate conical enp was
possibl) enptodieyclic with (lie basals and

infrabasals not visible in lateral \ lew whereas the

basal circlet formed a visible part of the cup of T.

mwtensis. In the radial circlet 3 plates are ex-

posed and 2 arc discernible through the thin layer

of silt audela\ covering the opposite side of the

specimen, Willink (1979a) described lasmatui-

cruws as having 3 radials bearing arms, a 4th

tadial lacking the distal end and a 5th plate as a

radial-like anal. This specimen does not provide

additional infoimation concerning the un*
ceriamty of the 4th radial. Only 2 of the I si

primibrachsare visible among the somewhat dis-

articulated ana plates.

Family affinities of lasvutiiocriutts are un-

certain. Cup shape has affinin with the

Con ihocrinidae. If there are onh 3 arms it could

be related to [nhnuhyocriims. but the arms arc

piniuilate not ramulate The pentagonal stem.

cirriferons close to the cup. is similar to some
Ampelocrinidae. Brachial and eolnninal artic-

ulation show affinity with the Articulala and the

pcucplcnary facets are unique within the

Ampclocrinida,

Order ISOCRIN1DA Sicvcrts-Doreck, 1 952

Family 1SOCR1N1DAEGislcn. 1924

Archaeoisocrinus gen nov.

I VI M !
Sl-I OES, . UthaaOLHOcH^usoccidaausrralis from

the middle Arlinskian Cnndlego Sandstone, liuiba Jimkt

Station, vya

i I YM< )1 .(.XJY.Circckfl/fAc. beginning Qli or primitive,

and istKivws. iciers i.) ilie rvginning of iJic isoennsis.

DIAGNOSIS. Crown small, cylindrical, with arms
enclosed. Cup discoidal. enptodieyclic. infra-

basals and basals mdeep basal cavity, covered by
proximal columnals; radials form base and cup
wall no anal or anal notch in cup Radial facets

plenary: wide gape between radials and 1st

primibrach. Pentameral symmetry. Arms lo.

branching isotoniously on 2nd primibrach:

brachials truncate uniserial. with small dual

internal endoneural canals, with I pinnule on long

side of brachial above primibmchs Brachial

articulation alternating between oblique
muscular and cr> pios\ /\ gial. Siem pcntalobale

columnals thin, with strongly rounded convex
latus.

REMARKS,Archaeoisocrinus diffets from all

other isoennids. based on cups, in that the basals

arc within the basal cavil] and nol visible in

lateral new, Ircfweoisocrlnusi&ibG oldcstgoniis

ofthelsocrinidaccvohedfromauauipelocnnid.

possibl} HahgelocrinuSi in the Early Permian by
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FIG 35, A-D.Atrhaeoisncrimi.soccuiuuusfrafiss]) nov 3 lateral i A.B.D ) basal i C)view5ofcrownQMF38879,
5.

removal of the anal plate from the cup and re-

striction of the basals to the basal invagination.

Previously, isocrinids were reported to range

from Early Triassic lo the Recent, with the Earl)

Triassic specimens consisting of poorly preserv-

ed columnals lacking details of the articular facet

(Rasnuissen in Moore & Teichert. 1978). The
middle Artinskian occurrence of .-J. occidu-

austraiis extends the range of the isocrinids back
approximately 30 m.y.

Archaeoisocrinus occiduaustralis sp. nov

(Figs 35. 36)

ETYMOLOGYLatin occkktis,

southern.

western, and australrs.

MATERIAL. IIOLOTYPE: QMF38879 from a nest rf

Jimbacrinus hostocki Teichert, 1954. from the Cundlego
Sandstone on Jimba Jxrriba Station, WA. Slab found by
Kevin Davy. Chris Johnston, and Tom Withersrxxm and

specimen found in preparation by Scott Vergiels. Crown
retains the proximal 3 columnals, proximal part of all It)

amis, and medial pails of 2 arms,

DIAGNOSIS. As for genus.

DESCRIPTION. Crown small, cylindrical, with

arms enclosed, ll.Srran long (incomplete). 9.6-

16.7mm wide (13.1mm av. with arms partly

opened). Cup discoidal. 0.8mm long. 4. 2-4. 5mm
w ide. w ith deep basal cavity, unornamented. with

pentameral symmetry, without anal scries in cup.
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FIG. 36. Arckaeoisocrinus occiduaustralis sp. nov..

camera lucida drawing of distal facet of 9th secundi-

brach showing dual entoneural canals, QMF38879.
*20.

without anal notch on tip of indeterminate pos-

terior radials, cryptodicyclic. Infrabasals? and

basals within basal cavity, not visible in lateral or

aboral views, covered by proximal columnals.

Radials large, 1.4mm long (minimum), 2.6mm
wide, strongly convex longitudinally, gently con-

vex transversely, with proximal end in basal

cavity, with medial part forming base of cup,

distally gently upflared. Radial facet plenary,

sloping down outward, 68
u

from horizontal, with

large deep outer ligament pit, narrow outer

marginal area. Large gape between radial and 1st

primibrach. First primibrach 0.8mm long, 2.6mm
wide on proximal end, 3. 1mmwide on distal end,

slightly convex longitudinally, moderately con-

vex transversely. Axillary 2nd primibrach large,

1 .3mm long, 3.2mm wide, slightly convex longi-

tudinally, moderately convex transversely. All

secundibrachs except 1st and 2nd moderately

cuneate proximally, less cuneate distally, gently

convex longitudinally, strongly convex trans-

versely, nearly circular in transverse section, with

single pinnule on long side; small dual entoneural

canals circular in transverse section, centrally

located; ambulacra! groove small, V-shaped. First

secundibrach rectilinear, 0.9mm long, 2.1mm
wide. Second secundibrach small, nearly

resorbed?, externally lens-shaped, restricted to

middle of arms, 0.2mm long. 1 mmwide. Third

secundibrach cuneate, 1. 6mmlong on long side.

0.7mm long on short side, 2. 1 mmwide. Branching

isotomous on 2nd primibrach in all rays, 10 arms,

no distal branching on preserved amis. Straight

muscular articulation between radials and
primibrachs. Oblique muscular articulation

between axillary 2nd primibrach and 1st

secundibrach and between 3rd and 4th
secundibrachs. Syzygial articulation between 1st

and 2nd primibrachs and between 1st and 2nd. and

2nd and 3rd secundibrachs. Cryptosyzygial and
muscular articulation on alternating pairs of

brachials distally. Cryptosyzygial facet with faint

culmina and crenellae on outer half of facet,

radiating from entoneural canal. Stem pentalobate,

facet not preserved. Columnals with strongly

convex latus.

REMARKS.This delicate specimen is preserved

with the arms slightly splayed around a sandstone

matrix. The proximalmost columnals are dis-

torted, masking the articular facet. Distal parts of
the stem and arms are lacking.
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APPENDIX 1

Queensland Museum localities referred to in text.

QM5 1 8 - Late Artinskian Condamine Beds. S side I ,uekv

Valley Creek, Elbow Valley area. SWof Warwick. SEQld.

Magellan GPScoordinates 28°22'3
1 "S B

152°08"
1 9"E.

QM1 .757 - 1 ,ate Sakmarian or early Artinskian Callytharra

Formation, N side of bladed track from Callytharra

Homestead to Byro Homestead in Wmost exposures

1.5km Wof type section S of Wooramel River. WA.
25°52'30"S, \\?29R Wooramel Sheet SG50-5, 1966.

QML759- 1 ,ate Sakmarian or early Artinskian Callytharra

Formation, second fossiliferous shale mid marl capped by
limestone in type section of Callytharra Formation. South

side of track and stratigraphically higher than QML758.

QML772 - Wuchiapingian Cherrabun Member of
I lardman Fonnation; bench in lower slope below cliff

0.5- 1.0km NNWof type section. MilKit Range;
GR767X77Crossland Sheet SE51-16. 1977, WA. Magel-
lan CHJ S coordinates 19°10'45"S S 125°32'35"E.

QMI ,758 - Late Sakmarian or early Artinskian Callytharra

Formation, N side of bladed track from Callytharra

Homestead to Byro Homestead as track enters dry wash
tributary to Wooramel River, lowermost fossiliferous shale

and marl capped by limestone in lower fossiliferous unit.

Type section of Callytharra Fonnation. 25"52 3()"S.

li5"30"05"E. Glenburgh Sheet SG50-6. 1963.

QML806- Late Permian, Flat Top Fonnation. I kick Creek
Group; halfway up small rise. 1 .3 km 1 i on 1 Jncle Tomroad

from Leichardt 1 Imhuav. S of Banana. Queensland. Coll.

A. Cook &M. Wade.

QML859 - Wandrawandian Siltstone; Point Upright,

wavecut platfomi below lighthouse. Uladulla, NSW.
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QML1 1 4 1 _ Middle Artinskian Bulgadoo Shale, upper part

of type section SE of Donnelly's Well, Williambury Stn,

WA. Magellan GPScoordinates 24°G5'45"S, 1 15°05'40"E.

QML1 145 - same as QML772.

QML1146 - Wuchiapingian Cherrabun Member of

Hardman formation; bench in lower slope below cliff,

Millyit Range, WA. Magellan GPScoordinates 19
L1

10'28"S,

125
ll

32'26 M
E.

QML1217 - Late Artinskian, basal massive sandstone of

the Wandagee Sandstone, exposed in type section along the

Minilya River, Wandagee Station, WA. Magellan GPS
coordinates 23°44

,

20
,,

S, 1 L4°25'02"E.

QML1232 - Early Artinskian, upper part of Callytharra

Formation, E limb of Gooch Range, Wside of valley, E
facing slope, S of Minilya-Lyndon road, up small drainage

just S of where bladed road turns E to cross valley, WA.
Magellan GPScoordinates 23°S4'22"S, 1 I4°56'54"E.

QML1233 - Float in limestone below QMLI232.

QML1237 - Early Artinskian, upper part of Callytharra

Formation, lower crinoidal rich zone, N side of Minilya-

Lyndon Road, flat below slope, 50mSE of ridge, E limb of

Gooch Range, WA. Magellan GPScoordinates 23°53 ,

48"S,

114°56'48 M
E.

QML1 240 - Early Artinskian, upper part of the Callytharra

Formation, top of first bench nearest road, N side of

Minilya-Lyndon road, E limb of Gooch Range, WA.
Magellan GPScoordinates 23°53'41"S, il4°56'35"E

QML1247 - Kansas Beds. Early Permian, Artinskian;

roadcut and quarry on Wside of cut at top of first hill on

Blackwells Road, 0.8km Wof junction with Highway
A10. Blackwells Road is 14km S of junction A 10 and B26,

Yolla, Tasmania. Coordinates 83.25 35.80 Burnie Sk55-3,

1973.

GSWAL119377 - Artinskian, Billidee Fomiation, 4th lime-

stone, Australian MapGrid coordinates Zone 50, 326340E,

7296860N, S of Mt Sandiman sheds. Coll. A.J. Mory.

APPENDIX2

List of described Permian crinoid taxa from stratigraphic units of Western Australia, Queensland, New South
Wales and Tasmania.

Clicrrabun Member, Hardman Fomiation, Wuchiapingian, WA.
Neocamptocrinus millyitensis Webster & Jell, 1992

Metacalceolispongia cherrabunensis (Webster & Jell, 1 992)

Wandagee Sandstone, late Artinskian, WA.
Calceohspongia abandons Teichert, 1949

Cundlego Sandstone, middle Artinskian, WA.
Archaeoisocrinus occidttaustratis gen. et sp. nov.

Billidee Formation, early Artinskian, WA.
Dichocrinus? sp.

Callytharra Formation, late Sakmarian to early Artinskian, WA.
Neocamptocrinus? sp.

(jlaukosocrinus middalyaensis sp. now
Parabursacrinus granulalus Wanner. 1949

Timorechinid gen. indet.

Poteriocrinitid indet.. amis 1

Poteriocrinitid indet.. anus 2

Poteriocrinitid indet.. amis 3

Loxocrinus booni Mare/ Oyens. 1940

Loxocrimis sp. 1

Loxocrinus sp. 2

Prophyllocrimis sp.

Prophyllocrimis sp.

Prophyllocrimis sp.

Sagenocrinit

id indet.

Flat Top Formation, Wordian, Qld.

Aiiliskocrimis'? bananacnsis sp. nov.

Tnhrachyocrinusl sp.. arm fragment

Condamine Beds, latest Artinskian or early Roadian, Old.

Neocamptocrinus sp. nov.

P/aiycnniies halos sp. nov.

Platyerinitid indet.. columnals

Necopinocrmus tycherus gen. el sp. nov.

Eidosocrinus condaminensis gen. et sp. nov.

Pedinocrinus? nodosus sp. nov.

Stellarocrinid? gen. et sp. nov.

Spaniocrimts geniculates sp. nov.

Sundacrinus medius sp. nov.

Moapacnmis cuneatus sp. nov.

Eomdocrmus praecontignatus Arendt. 1981

Calceohspongia sp.

Poteriocrinitid indet., arm fragment 1

Poteriocrinitid indet., ami fragment 2

Poteriocrinitid indet., ami fragment 3

Catherine Sandstone, late Artinskian, Qld.

Neocamptocrinus catherinensis sp. nov.

Unknown strati graphic unit, late Artinskian or early Roadian.

Qld.?

h ieganotocrinus princeps (Etheridge. 1 892)

Berridale Limestone, early Artinskian, Tas.

Calceohspongia gerthi Willink. 1979

Kansas Beds, early Artinskian, Tas.

Order indet.. basal and radial plates

Nowracrinus ornatus (Etheridge, 1892)

Malbina Formation, late Artinskian, Tas.

Tnbrachyocrinus corrugatus Ratte, 1 885

Tribr achy ocri mis gramdatus Etheridge, 1892

Tasmanocrtnus sp.

Wandrawandian Siltstone, late Artinskian, NSW
Anaglyptocrinus willinki gen. et sp. nov.


